Date

Time

Series

Series Ep.

01/08/2018 00:45:00

Grey's Anatomy S14

3

01/08/2018 01:40:00

Scandal

S7

13

01/08/2018 02:35:00

Empire

S3

18

Synopsis
Harper Avery arrives at Grey Sloan, putting
Bailey on edge. A familiar face from Meredith’s
past returns as a patient, and Amelia tries to
manage a secret.
When Cyrus and David embark on a trip to
Lisbon for the digital piracy summit, their plane
is hacked, leaving their friends and colleagues
on the ground little time to save them.
As Lucious prepares to launch Empire Las
Vegas with Giuliana at his side, Cookie and her
team of allies prepare to wreak havoc on the
opening. It’s a final five minutes not to be

01/08/2018 07:10:00

Empire

S3

15

01/08/2018 08:00:00

Scandal

S7

13

In celebration of Empire’s 20th Anniversary,
Lucious makes his first public appearance since
the explosion in Las Vegas.
Liz decides to represent her son’s favorite
teacher after she senses the school fired him
for illegitimate reasons. Lucca enlists the help
of Elsbeth when an unanticipated lawsuit hits
Fresh off her win at panel, Kyla feels the
pressure to keep delivering. For their first
challenge, Judge Ashley Graham has the
contestants make some moves.
Image architect and coach, Law Roach, makes
a surprise visit to review the models walks,
talks, and style before sending them out on
their first real castings.
Cookie begins to question her decisions when
her relationship with Angelo turns toxic.
Hakeem makes a public plea towards Lucious,
whose plan with Guiliana has been sniffed out
When Cyrus and David embark on a trip to
Lisbon for the digital piracy summit, their plane
is hacked, leaving their friends and colleagues
on the ground little time to save them.

01/08/2018 08:50:00

Life in Pieces

S3

14

Jen and Greg decide to take turns dealing with
her annoying parents when they come to visit.

15

When Sophia feels like she is no longer the
cutest kid in the Short family, she tries
frantically to regain her status.

01/08/2018 03:30:00

Empire

S4

1

01/08/2018 04:25:00

The Good Fight S2

4

01/08/2018 05:20:00

America's Next
Top Model

S24

9

America's Next
01/08/2018 06:15:00 Top Model

S24

10

01/08/2018 09:15:00

Life in Pieces

S3

01/08/2018 09:45:00

Scream Queens S2

1

01/08/2018 10:40:00

The Good Fight S2

2

01/08/2018 11:35:00

Scandal

13

S7

Dean Munsch purchases an abandoned
hospital, recruits surgeons, a medical student,
and the disgraced Chanels. Secrets from the
hospital’s past begin to unravel as a new killer
Tensions remain high when the firm learns
another Chicago lawyer has been murdered by
a client. Liz has her first day at the firm, and
positions herself as a potential ally for Diane.
When Cyrus and David embark on a trip to
Lisbon for the digital piracy summit, their plane
is hacked, leaving their friends and colleagues
on the ground little time to save them.

01/08/2018 12:30:00

New Girl

S6

11

01/08/2018 12:55:00

New Girl

S6

12

01/08/2018 13:25:00

Grey's Anatomy S14

2

01/08/2018 14:20:00

Grey's Anatomy S14

3

01/08/2018 15:15:00

The Good Fight S2

3

01/08/2018 16:10:00

Empire

S4

2

01/08/2018 17:05:00

New Girl

S6

12

01/08/2018 17:30:00

New Girl

S6

13

Nick tries to keep cool when Regan moves into
the loft, while Cece and Winston challenge
Schmidt’s love of electronic dance music.
Jess goes to the extremes to pay Robby’s
medical bills, even upon learning the total. With
Schmidt and Winston’s help, Cece attempts to
get her new modeling agency off the ground.
Meredith struggles to come up with a new plan
for Owen’s sister. Jo makes a surprising choice
regarding Alex, and Andrew’s sister’s
controversial research leads to a shocking
Harper Avery arrives at Grey Sloan, putting
Bailey on edge. A familiar face from Meredith’s
past returns as a patient, and Amelia tries to
manage a secret.
Reddick, Boseman and Lockhart represent a
young woman who was assaulted while a
contestant on the reality dating show “Chicago
Penthouse.” Diane fears she might be the next
Lucious sneaks away in hopes of knowing more
about himself, prompting Cookie to panic. With
Anika behind bars, Hakeem and Tiana grow
more comfortable as a family.
Jess goes to the extremes to pay Robby’s
medical bills, even upon learning the total. With
Schmidt and Winston’s help, Cece attempts to
get her new modeling agency off the ground.
Jess is on the hunt for a new vice principal, and
discovers she’s weak at making decisions. Cece
enlists Jess and Reagan to help her recruit new
models, as the guys enjoy a day at the spa.

8

The fallout from Rowan’s desperate act affects
all of Quinn’s loved ones, including a guiltridden Olivia.

01/08/2018 18:00:00

Scandal

S7

01/08/2018 19:00:00

America's Next
Top Model

S24

10

01/08/2018 20:00:00

America's Next
Top Model

S24

11

01/08/2018 21:00:00

Grey's Anatomy S14

2

01/08/2018 22:00:00

Grey's Anatomy S14

3

01/08/2018 22:55:00

Empire

S4

2

01/08/2018 23:50:00

MasterChef US

S9

9

02/08/2018 00:45:00

MasterChef US

S9

10

02/08/2018 01:40:00

Scandal

S7

14

Image architect and coach, Law Roach, makes
a surprise visit to review the models walks,
talks, and style before sending them out on
their first real castings.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Meredith struggles to come up with a new plan
for Owen’s sister. Jo makes a surprising choice
regarding Alex, and Andrew’s sister’s
controversial research leads to a shocking
Harper Avery arrives at Grey Sloan, putting
Bailey on edge. A familiar face from Meredith’s
past returns as a patient, and Amelia tries to
manage a secret.
Lucious sneaks away in hopes of knowing more
about himself, prompting Cookie to panic. With
Anika behind bars, Hakeem and Tiana grow
more comfortable as a family.
The home cooks face a Mystery Box filled with
fresh seafood. Those who fail to impress must
upgrade one of the most popular frozen dinner
dishes, Salisbury Steak in elimination.
The Top 14 home cooks are split into two
teams to compete in a fine dining challenge.
They’re later surprised when diners are
revealed and forced to scramble and alter their
Everyone has secrets, and Olivia Pope has
dedicated her life to protecting and defending
the public images of the nation’s elite by
keeping those secrets under wraps.

02/08/2018 02:35:00

Empire

S4

1

02/08/2018 03:30:00

Empire

S4

2

02/08/2018 04:20:00

The Good Fight S2

5

In celebration of Empire’s 20th Anniversary,
Lucious makes his first public appearance since
the explosion in Las Vegas.
Lucious sneaks away in hopes of knowing more
about himself, prompting Cookie to panic. With
Anika behind bars, Hakeem and Tiana grow
more comfortable as a family.
Adrian and Diane serve as outside counsel for a
broadcast network planning to air a
controversial segment that would derail the
career of a beloved male movie star.

7

When Colin gets served with divorce papers,
Captain Dave tries to cheer him up with a guys'
night out that includes Alan, Artem and Bernard.

02/08/2018 05:20:00

LA to Vegas

02/08/2018 05:45:00

02/08/2018 06:15:00

LA to Vegas

The Mick

S2

8

Ronnie is evicted from her apartment and
kicked out of Bernard's, so Captain Dave invites
her to stay with him in a community of airline
workers.

11

Sabrina believes she's a shoe-in at Yale, but on
the day of her interview, she takes a risk that
may ruin her chances and jeopardize her future.

02/08/2018 06:40:00

Life in Pieces

S3

15

02/08/2018 07:10:00

Empire

S3

16

02/08/2018 08:00:00

Scandal

S7

14

02/08/2018 08:50:00

America's Next
Top Model

S24

10

02/08/2018 09:45:00

America's Next
Top Model

S24

11

02/08/2018 10:40:00

The Good Fight S2

3

02/08/2018 11:35:00

Scandal

S7

14

02/08/2018 12:30:00

New Girl

S6

12

02/08/2018 12:55:00

New Girl

S6

13

02/08/2018 13:25:00

The Good
Doctor

1

When Sophia feels like she is no longer the
cutest kid in the Short family, she tries
frantically to regain her status.
Jamal and Lucious reach a breakthrough in a
song they’ve been working on, as Andre lashes
out. Meanwhile, Cookie sets her eyes on a new
plan for Empire in Vegas.
Everyone has secrets, and Olivia Pope has
dedicated her life to protecting and defending
the public images of the nation’s elite by
keeping those secrets under wraps.
Image architect and coach, Law Roach, makes
a surprise visit to review the models walks,
talks, and style before sending them out on
their first real castings.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Reddick, Boseman and Lockhart represent a
young woman who was assaulted while a
contestant on the reality dating show “Chicago
Penthouse.” Diane fears she might be the next
Everyone has secrets, and Olivia Pope has
dedicated her life to protecting and defending
the public images of the nation’s elite by
keeping those secrets under wraps.
Jess goes to the extremes to pay Robby’s
medical bills, even upon learning the total. With
Schmidt and Winston’s help, Cece attempts to
get her new modeling agency off the ground.
Jess is on the hunt for a new vice principal, and
discovers she’s weak at making decisions. Cece
enlists Jess and Reagan to help her recruit new
models, as the guys enjoy a day at the spa.
Unaware of the heated conversations around
his hiring, Dr. Shaun Murphy has arrived in San
Jose, California, to be St. Bonaventure
Hospital’s newest surgical resident.

02/08/2018 14:20:00

The Good
Doctor

2

02/08/2018 15:15:00

The Good Fight S2

4

02/08/2018 16:10:00

Empire

S4

3

02/08/2018 17:05:00

New Girl

S6

13

02/08/2018 17:30:00

New Girl

S6

14

02/08/2018 18:00:00

Scandal

S7

9

02/08/2018 19:00:00

MasterChef US

S9

10

02/08/2018 20:00:00

MasterChef US

S9

11

02/08/2018 21:00:00

The Royals

S4

9

02/08/2018 22:00:00

The Royals

S4

10

02/08/2018 22:55:00

Empire

S4

3

02/08/2018 23:50:00

Scream Queens S2

1

When prejudices about his autism force Shaun
to sit on the sidelines at St. Bonaventure, his
colleagues don’t hesitate to claim credit for his
ideas.
Liz decides to represent her son’s favorite
teacher after she senses the school fired him
for illegitimate reasons. Lucca enlists the help
of Elsbeth when an unanticipated lawsuit hits
As Cookie flashes back and compares her past
struggles to her life now, Lucious continues to
struggle with demons of his own, begging his
family to reveal the ways he’s wronged them.
Jess is on the hunt for a new vice principal, and
discovers she’s weak at making decisions. Cece
enlists Jess and Reagan to help her recruit new
models, as the guys enjoy a day at the spa.
While on a hike, Jess and Robby discover
something unexpected about their relationship.
Winston throws a surprise welcome home party
for Aly, as Schmidt and Cece fail to impress
The harrowing events that transpired in
Rowan’s basement are revealed, from the
moment Quinn was kidnapped to the earthshattering gunshot that rocked Olivia to her
The Top 14 home cooks are split into two
teams to compete in a fine dining challenge.
They’re later surprised when diners are
revealed and forced to scramble and alter their
The Top 13 face a Mystery Box challenge with a
stockpot and cooking oil, and are tasked with
making a dish that features a deep-fried
element. The pressure is on as the judges cook
Liam’s true intentions are revealed and the
family come together to try and navigate the
hard path that has been set for them. Jasper
helps Liam with a plan and Willow and Robert
The finale ends in a day that will change the
family and nation forever. A growing uprising
has Robert suspicious of everyone, as the rest
of the family unites to combat a formidable foe.
As Cookie flashes back and compares her past
struggles to her life now, Lucious continues to
struggle with demons of his own, begging his
family to reveal the ways he’s wronged them.
Dean Munsch purchases an abandoned
hospital, recruits surgeons, a medical student,
and the disgraced Chanels. Secrets from the
hospital’s past begin to unravel as a new killer

03/08/2018 00:45:00

LA to Vegas

7

03/08/2018 01:10:00

LA to Vegas

8

03/08/2018 01:40:00

Scandal

S7

15

03/08/2018 02:35:00

Empire

S4

2

03/08/2018 03:30:00

Empire

S4

3

03/08/2018 04:25:00

The Good Fight S2

6

When Colin gets served with divorce papers,
Captain Dave tries to cheer him up with a guys'
night out that includes Alan, Artem and Bernard.
Ronnie is evicted from her apartment and
kicked out of Bernard's, so Captain Dave invites
her to stay with him in a community of airline
workers.
When Charlie is taken into custody for the
hijacking of Air Force Two, Quinn is faced with
an important choice. Cyrus sets out to recruit
Jake to join him on his quest for the White
Lucious sneaks away in hopes of knowing more
about himself, prompting Cookie to panic. With
Anika behind bars, Hakeem and Tiana grow
more comfortable as a family.
As Cookie flashes back and compares her past
struggles to her life now, Lucious continues to
struggle with demons of his own, begging his
family to reveal the ways he’s wronged them.
Adrian becomes an overnight celebrity after his
candid appearance on a cable news show goes
viral. Lucca, who has yet to formally announce
her pregnancy, worries about her future at the

23

Kevin’s offer to help Kendra and Chale buy
Enzo’s is jeopardized when he refuses to be a
silent partner.

03/08/2018 05:20:00

Kevin Can Wait S2

03/08/2018 05:45:00

Kevin Can Wait S2

24

03/08/2018 06:15:00

Scream Queens S2

1

03/08/2018 07:10:00

Empire

S3

17

03/08/2018 08:00:00

Scandal

S7

15

03/08/2018 08:50:00

Grey's Anatomy S14

2

Ignoring Vanessa’s warnings, Kevin reunites
with his old band for a show at Enzo’s.
Dean Munsch purchases an abandoned
hospital, recruits surgeons, a medical student,
and the disgraced Chanels. Secrets from the
hospital’s past begin to unravel as a new killer
Cookie pulls together a team of her own allies
to seek revenge on Giuliana and steal her
secret weapon. Meanwhile, Jamal is forced to
put his album on hold, so as not to compete
When Charlie is taken into custody for the
hijacking of Air Force Two, Quinn is faced with
an important choice. Cyrus sets out to recruit
Jake to join him on his quest for the White
Meredith struggles to come up with a new plan
for Owen’s sister. Jo makes a surprising choice
regarding Alex, and Andrew’s sister’s
controversial research leads to a shocking

03/08/2018 09:45:00

Grey's Anatomy S14

3

03/08/2018 10:40:00

The Good Fight S2

4

03/08/2018 11:35:00

Scandal

S7

15

03/08/2018 12:30:00

New Girl

S6

13

03/08/2018 12:55:00

New Girl

S6

14

03/08/2018 13:25:00

MasterChef US

S9

10

03/08/2018 14:20:00

MasterChef US

S9

11

03/08/2018 15:15:00

The Good Fight S2

5

03/08/2018 16:15:00

Empire

S4

4

03/08/2018 17:05:00

New Girl

S6

14

03/08/2018 17:30:00

New Girl

S6

15

03/08/2018 18:00:00

Scandal

S7

10

Harper Avery arrives at Grey Sloan, putting
Bailey on edge. A familiar face from Meredith’s
past returns as a patient, and Amelia tries to
manage a secret.
Liz decides to represent her son’s favorite
teacher after she senses the school fired him
for illegitimate reasons. Lucca enlists the help
of Elsbeth when an unanticipated lawsuit hits
When Charlie is taken into custody for the
hijacking of Air Force Two, Quinn is faced with
an important choice. Cyrus sets out to recruit
Jake to join him on his quest for the White
Jess is on the hunt for a new vice principal, and
discovers she’s weak at making decisions. Cece
enlists Jess and Reagan to help her recruit new
models, as the guys enjoy a day at the spa.
While on a hike, Jess and Robby discover
something unexpected about their relationship.
Winston throws a surprise welcome home party
for Aly, as Schmidt and Cece fail to impress
The Top 14 home cooks are split into two
teams to compete in a fine dining challenge.
They’re later surprised when diners are
revealed and forced to scramble and alter their
The Top 13 face a Mystery Box challenge with a
stockpot and cooking oil, and are tasked with
making a dish that features a deep-fried
element. The pressure is on as the judges cook
Adrian and Diane serve as outside counsel for a
broadcast network planning to air a
controversial segment that would derail the
career of a beloved male movie star.
The race is on when Cookie announces that the
number one album for Empire’s 20-For-20 will
be a competition between all of the label’s top
artists, giving Jamal a bold idea for his newest
While on a hike, Jess and Robby discover
something unexpected about their relationship.
Winston throws a surprise welcome home party
for Aly, as Schmidt and Cece fail to impress
Nick freaks out about his upcoming book
signing, so Jess scrambles to boost his
confidence. Winston asks for Schmidt and
Cece’s help in planning how to propose to Aly.
When Olivia agrees to join Fitz in Vermont for
what she thinks will be a relaxing getaway, she
is shocked to find that her closest friends have
orchestrated a relentless intervention.

03/08/2018 19:00:00

The Royals

S4

03/08/2018 20:00:00

Grey's Anatomy S14

9

3

03/08/2018 21:00:00

Grey's Anatomy S14

4

03/08/2018 22:00:00

America's Next
Top Model

S24

11

03/08/2018 22:55:00

Empire

S4

4

03/08/2018 23:50:00

Doubt

7

04/08/2018 00:45:00

Doubt

8

04/08/2018 01:40:00

Scandal

S7

16

04/08/2018 02:35:00

Empire

S4

3

04/08/2018 03:30:00

Empire

S4

4

04/08/2018 04:25:00

The Good Fight S2

7

04/08/2018 05:20:00

New Girl

5

S6

Liam’s true intentions are revealed and the
family come together to try and navigate the
hard path that has been set for them. Jasper
helps Liam with a plan and Willow and Robert
Harper Avery arrives at Grey Sloan, putting
Bailey on edge. A familiar face from Meredith’s
past returns as a patient, and Amelia tries to
manage a secret.
Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
The race is on when Cookie announces that the
number one album for Empire’s 20-For-20 will
be a competition between all of the label’s top
artists, giving Jamal a bold idea for his newest
The team at Isaiah Roth & Associates joins
forces to work through Molly Brennan’s therapy
tapes while Sadie serves as the attorney on
Isaiah’s daughter Dylan’s divorce proceedings.
While Cameron, Isaiah and Sadie prepare for
Carolyn’s parole hearing, Carolyn will not allow
Cam to use the information about her illness at
the hearing.
On the heels of her commitment to turn over a
new leaf, personal turmoil strikes Olivia once
again when Mellie demands that she get rid of
Cyrus once and for all.
As Cookie flashes back and compares her past
struggles to her life now, Lucious continues to
struggle with demons of his own, begging his
family to reveal the ways he’s wronged them.
The race is on when Cookie announces that the
number one album for Empire’s 20-For-20 will
be a competition between all of the label’s top
artists, giving Jamal a bold idea for his newest
A Democratic National Committee consultant
approaches the firm to develop a confidential
impeachment strategy against President Trump,
leaving the firm’s partners at odds.
While the gang helps Schmidt and Cece
remodel their fixer-upper, Jess spearheads a
vote to let Reagan eventually move back into
the loft. Nick and Winston make a revealing

04/08/2018 05:45:00

New Girl

S6

6

04/08/2018 06:15:00

New Girl

S6

7

04/08/2018 06:40:00

New Girl

S6

8

04/08/2018 07:10:00

Empire

S3

18

04/08/2018 08:00:00

Scandal

S7

16

Jess is ready to start dating again, and Schmidt
encourages her to give her workout partner a
chance. Nick struggles to understand male
beauty, as Winston’s newfound confidence
The gang is determined to have the best
Thanksgiving ever. But everything falls through
when Robby shows up unexpectedly, and
Schmidt’s father arrives with a broken heart.
Jess makes a move to become her school’s
principal. Winston puts his undercover skills to
the test, as Nick tries to find the perfect
wedding gift for Schmidt and Cece.
As Lucious prepares to launch Empire Las
Vegas with Giuliana at his side, Cookie and her
team of allies prepare to wreak havoc on the
opening. It’s a final five minutes not to be
On the heels of her commitment to turn over a
new leaf, personal turmoil strikes Olivia once
again when Mellie demands that she get rid of
Cyrus once and for all.

04/08/2018 08:50:00

The Mick

S2

9

After finding out that he is the product of an
affair his mother had a long time ago, Chip
decides to seek out his biological father.

04/08/2018 09:15:00

The Mick

S2

10

Sabrina decides to throw a get-together with
talented artists in order to impress them.

04/08/2018 09:45:00

LA to Vegas

7

04/08/2018 10:10:00

LA to Vegas

8

04/08/2018 10:40:00

MasterChef US

S9

10

04/08/2018 11:35:00

MasterChef US

S9

11

04/08/2018 12:30:00

The Royals

S4

8

When Colin gets served with divorce papers,
Captain Dave tries to cheer him up with a guys'
night out that includes Alan, Artem and Bernard.
Ronnie is evicted from her apartment and
kicked out of Bernard's, so Captain Dave invites
her to stay with him in a community of airline
workers.
The Top 14 home cooks are split into two
teams to compete in a fine dining challenge.
They’re later surprised when diners are
revealed and forced to scramble and alter their
The Top 13 face a Mystery Box challenge with a
stockpot and cooking oil, and are tasked with
making a dish that features a deep-fried
element. The pressure is on as the judges cook
Eleanor throws Willow a party that spirals out
of control, while Robert forms a sinister
alliance. Liam proves his loyalty to his brother,
but at what cost?

04/08/2018 13:25:00

The Royals

04/08/2018 14:20:00

Doubt

8

04/08/2018 15:15:00

Doubt

9

Liam’s true intentions are revealed and the
family come together to try and navigate the
hard path that has been set for them. Jasper
helps Liam with a plan and Willow and Robert
While Cameron, Isaiah and Sadie prepare for
Carolyn’s parole hearing, Carolyn will not allow
Cam to use the information about her illness at
the hearing.
Billy’s mock trial ends in a conviction. Shaken
by these results, Albert and Sadie work
together to form a new, more aggressive legal
strategy as they prepare for voir dire.

4

Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.

04/08/2018 16:10:00

S4

Grey's Anatomy S14

9

04/08/2018 17:05:00

LA to Vegas

7

04/08/2018 17:30:00

LA to Vegas

8

When Colin gets served with divorce papers,
Captain Dave tries to cheer him up with a guys'
night out that includes Alan, Artem and Bernard.
Ronnie is evicted from her apartment and
kicked out of Bernard's, so Captain Dave invites
her to stay with him in a community of airline
workers.

04/08/2018 18:00:00

The Mick

10

Sabrina decides to throw a get-together with
talented artists in order to impress them.

11

Sabrina believes she's a shoe-in at Yale, but on
the day of her interview, she takes a risk that
may ruin her chances and jeopardize her future.

8

A final confrontation with the pretender
exposes King Henry’s weaknesses, while Lizzie
confronts new demons and old curses.

5

When Captain Dave offends the cleaning crew,
he and Bernard have to find the stinky
"present" they left behind.

6

While dealing with a personal dental
emergency, Ronnie must turn to an unlikely
source for help.

7

When Colin gets served with divorce papers,
Captain Dave tries to cheer him up with a guys'
night out that includes Alan, Artem and Bernard.

04/08/2018 18:30:00

The Mick

The White
04/08/2018 19:00:00 Princess

04/08/2018 20:10:00

04/08/2018 20:35:00

04/08/2018 21:05:00

LA to Vegas

LA to Vegas

LA to Vegas

S2

S2

04/08/2018 21:30:00

LA to Vegas

04/08/2018 22:00:00

The Royals

S4

8

04/08/2018 22:55:00

The Royals

S4

9

Ronnie is evicted from her apartment and
kicked out of Bernard's, so Captain Dave invites
her to stay with him in a community of airline
workers.
Eleanor throws Willow a party that spirals out
of control, while Robert forms a sinister
alliance. Liam proves his loyalty to his brother,
but at what cost?
Liam’s true intentions are revealed and the
family come together to try and navigate the
hard path that has been set for them. Jasper
helps Liam with a plan and Willow and Robert

4

Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.

15

When Sophia feels like she is no longer the
cutest kid in the Short family, she tries
frantically to regain her status.

04/08/2018 23:50:00

05/08/2018 00:45:00

8

Grey's Anatomy S14

Life in Pieces

S3

05/08/2018 01:10:00

The Mick

S2

11

05/08/2018 01:40:00

The Good Fight S1

4

05/08/2018 02:35:00

The Good Fight S1

5

05/08/2018 03:30:00

The Good Fight S1

6

05/08/2018 04:30:00

The Good Fight S1

7

05/08/2018 05:20:00

The Good Fight S1

8

05/08/2018 06:15:00

MasterChef US

10

S9

Sabrina believes she's a shoe-in at Yale, but on
the day of her interview, she takes a risk that
may ruin her chances and jeopardize her future.
Diane and Lucca represent a cancer survivor
looking to obtain custody of her previously
donated embryos. Meanwhile, Maia becomes
the victim of a fake social media account.
Lucca defends a TV writer-producer in a
copyright infringement case with ties to the
President of the United States. Meanwhile, Mike
Kresteva takes aim at Reddick, Boseman &
After landing tech mogul Neil Gross as a new
client, the firm is tasked with tring to combat
hate speech on his social media platform.
Mike Kresteva takes his case against Reddick,
Boseman & Kolstad to a grand jury, but the
firm devises a strategy of their own to hamper
his efforts.
Founding partner, Carl Reddick, makes a
surprise return to the firm, as a renowned local
pastor needs the firm’s help in a legal matter
that threatens to ruin his legacy.
The Top 14 home cooks are split into two
teams to compete in a fine dining challenge.
They’re later surprised when diners are
revealed and forced to scramble and alter their
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MasterChef US
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Top Model
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America's Next
Top Model

S24

11

The Top 13 face a Mystery Box challenge with a
stockpot and cooking oil, and are tasked with
making a dish that features a deep-fried
element. The pressure is on as the judges cook
While Cameron, Isaiah and Sadie prepare for
Carolyn’s parole hearing, Carolyn will not allow
Cam to use the information about her illness at
the hearing.
Billy’s mock trial ends in a conviction. Shaken
by these results, Albert and Sadie work
together to form a new, more aggressive legal
strategy as they prepare for voir dire.
Image architect and coach, Law Roach, makes
a surprise visit to review the models walks,
talks, and style before sending them out on
their first real castings.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
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Kevin Can Wait S2

24

Ignoring Vanessa’s warnings, Kevin reunites
with his old band for a show at Enzo’s.
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Grey's Anatomy S14
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S2

Grey's Anatomy S14

11

3

Sabrina believes she's a shoe-in at Yale, but on
the day of her interview, she takes a risk that
may ruin her chances and jeopardize her future.
Harper Avery arrives at Grey Sloan, putting
Bailey on edge. A familiar face from Meredith’s
past returns as a patient, and Amelia tries to
manage a secret.

4

Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.

11
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8

When Colin gets served with divorce papers,
Captain Dave tries to cheer him up with a guys'
night out that includes Alan, Artem and Bernard.
Ronnie is evicted from her apartment and
kicked out of Bernard's, so Captain Dave invites
her to stay with him in a community of airline
workers.

23

Kevin’s offer to help Kendra and Chale buy
Enzo’s is jeopardized when he refuses to be a
silent partner.
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Ignoring Vanessa’s warnings, Kevin reunites
with his old band for a show at Enzo’s.
Eleanor throws Willow a party that spirals out
of control, while Robert forms a sinister
alliance. Liam proves his loyalty to his brother,
but at what cost?
Liam’s true intentions are revealed and the
family come together to try and navigate the
hard path that has been set for them. Jasper
helps Liam with a plan and Willow and Robert
The Top 14 home cooks are split into two
teams to compete in a fine dining challenge.
They’re later surprised when diners are
revealed and forced to scramble and alter their
The Top 13 face a Mystery Box challenge with a
stockpot and cooking oil, and are tasked with
making a dish that features a deep-fried
element. The pressure is on as the judges cook
Image architect and coach, Law Roach, makes
a surprise visit to review the models walks,
talks, and style before sending them out on
their first real castings.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Billy’s mock trial ends in a conviction. Shaken
by these results, Albert and Sadie work
together to form a new, more aggressive legal
strategy as they prepare for voir dire.

The offices of Isaiah Roth & Associates are
chaotic as Billy’s case begins.
Eleanor throws Willow a party that spirals out
of control, while Robert forms a sinister
alliance. Liam proves his loyalty to his brother,
but at what cost?
Liam’s true intentions are revealed and the
family come together to try and navigate the
hard path that has been set for them. Jasper
helps Liam with a plan and Willow and Robert
Dean Munsch purchases an abandoned
hospital, recruits surgeons, a medical student,
and the disgraced Chanels. Secrets from the
hospital’s past begin to unravel as a new killer
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The Mick
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Sabrina decides to throw a get-together with
talented artists in order to impress them.
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Sabrina believes she's a shoe-in at Yale, but on
the day of her interview, she takes a risk that
may ruin her chances and jeopardize her future.
While the gang helps Schmidt and Cece
remodel their fixer-upper, Jess spearheads a
vote to let Reagan eventually move back into
the loft. Nick and Winston make a revealing
Jess is ready to start dating again, and Schmidt
encourages her to give her workout partner a
chance. Nick struggles to understand male
beauty, as Winston’s newfound confidence
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Life in Pieces
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Jen and Greg decide to take turns dealing with
her annoying parents when they come to visit.
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06/08/2018 08:00:00 Doctor

9

When Sophia feels like she is no longer the
cutest kid in the Short family, she tries
frantically to regain her status.
Billy’s mock trial ends in a conviction. Shaken
by these results, Albert and Sadie work
together to form a new, more aggressive legal
strategy as they prepare for voir dire.

8

A final confrontation with the pretender
exposes King Henry’s weaknesses, while Lizzie
confronts new demons and old curses.

15

11

1
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8
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9

Sabrina believes she's a shoe-in at Yale, but on
the day of her interview, she takes a risk that
may ruin her chances and jeopardize her future.
Unaware of the heated conversations around
his hiring, Dr. Shaun Murphy has arrived in San
Jose, California, to be St. Bonaventure
Hospital’s newest surgical resident.
Eleanor throws Willow a party that spirals out
of control, while Robert forms a sinister
alliance. Liam proves his loyalty to his brother,
but at what cost?
Liam’s true intentions are revealed and the
family come together to try and navigate the
hard path that has been set for them. Jasper
helps Liam with a plan and Willow and Robert
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The Good Fight S2
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Scandal

S7

16
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11

Adrian and Diane serve as outside counsel for a
broadcast network planning to air a
controversial segment that would derail the
career of a beloved male movie star.
On the heels of her commitment to turn over a
new leaf, personal turmoil strikes Olivia once
again when Mellie demands that she get rid of
Cyrus once and for all.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
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14

Jen and Greg decide to take turns dealing with
her annoying parents when they come to visit.
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When Sophia feels like she is no longer the
cutest kid in the Short family, she tries
frantically to regain her status.
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When Colin gets served with divorce papers,
Captain Dave tries to cheer him up with a guys'
night out that includes Alan, Artem and Bernard.
Ronnie is evicted from her apartment and
kicked out of Bernard's, so Captain Dave invites
her to stay with him in a community of airline
workers.
Adrian becomes an overnight celebrity after his
candid appearance on a cable news show goes
viral. Lucca, who has yet to formally announce
her pregnancy, worries about her future at the
As Cookie tries to convince the board that
Lucious is fine, Eddie jumps in to help him get
back in his groove. Meanwhile, Det. Pamela
Rose reveals information uncovered in the
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
The Top 14 home cooks are split into two
teams to compete in a fine dining challenge.
They’re later surprised when diners are
revealed and forced to scramble and alter their
The Top 13 face a Mystery Box challenge with a
stockpot and cooking oil, and are tasked with
making a dish that features a deep-fried
element. The pressure is on as the judges cook
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9
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Scandal
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17

07/08/2018 02:35:00

Empire

S4

4

A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
Jess goes to the extremes to pay Robby’s
medical bills, even upon learning the total. With
Schmidt and Winston’s help, Cece attempts to
get her new modeling agency off the ground.
Jess is on the hunt for a new vice principal, and
discovers she’s weak at making decisions. Cece
enlists Jess and Reagan to help her recruit new
models, as the guys enjoy a day at the spa.
While on a hike, Jess and Robby discover
something unexpected about their
relationship. Winston throws a surprise
welcome home party for Aly, as Schmidt
As Cookie tries to convince the board that
Lucious is fine, Eddie jumps in to help him get
back in his groove. Meanwhile, Det. Pamela
Rose reveals information uncovered in the
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
Billy’s mock trial ends in a conviction. Shaken
by these results, Albert and Sadie work
together to form a new, more aggressive legal
strategy as they prepare for voir dire.
Cyrus and Jake’s mission to take the White
House reaches a new level of deceit when Liv is
called to testify against Mellie.
The race is on when Cookie announces that the
number one album for Empire’s 20-For-20 will
be a competition between all of the label’s top
artists, giving Jamal a bold idea for his newest
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7

As Cookie tries to convince the board that
Lucious is fine, Eddie jumps in to help him get
back in his groove. Meanwhile, Det. Pamela
Rose reveals information uncovered in the
A Democratic National Committee consultant
approaches the firm to develop a confidential
impeachment strategy against President Trump,
leaving the firm’s partners at odds.
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When Sophia feels like she is no longer the
cutest kid in the Short family, she tries
frantically to regain her status.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
Ronnie is evicted from her apartment and
kicked out of Bernard's, so Captain Dave invites
her to stay with him in a community of airline
workers.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a

1

In celebration of Empire’s 20th Anniversary,
Lucious makes his first public appearance since
the explosion in Las Vegas.
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Cyrus and Jake’s mission to take the White
House reaches a new level of deceit when Liv is
called to testify against Mellie.
The Top 14 home cooks are split into two
teams to compete in a fine dining challenge.
They’re later surprised when diners are
revealed and forced to scramble and alter their
The Top 13 face a Mystery Box challenge with a
stockpot and cooking oil, and are tasked with
making a dish that features a deep-fried
element. The pressure is on as the judges cook
Adrian becomes an overnight celebrity after his
candid appearance on a cable news show goes
viral. Lucca, who has yet to formally announce
her pregnancy, worries about her future at the

17

Cyrus and Jake’s mission to take the White
House reaches a new level of deceit when Liv is
called to testify against Mellie.
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While on a hike, Jess and Robby discover
something unexpected about their relationship.
Winston throws a surprise welcome home party
for Aly, as Schmidt and Cece fail to impress
Nick freaks out about his upcoming book
signing, so Jess scrambles to boost his
confidence. Winston asks for Schmidt and
Cece’s help in planning how to propose to Aly.
Liam’s true intentions are revealed and the
family come together to try and navigate the
hard path that has been set for them. Jasper
helps Liam with a plan and Willow and Robert
The finale ends in a day that will change the
family and nation forever. A growing uprising
has Robert suspicious of everyone, as the rest
of the family unites to combat a formidable foe.
A Democratic National Committee consultant
approaches the firm to develop a confidential
impeachment strategy against President Trump,
leaving the firm’s partners at odds.
The Lyons stand together as Anika and Hakeem
begin a custody battle for Bella. Meanwhile,
Claudia grows more possessive over Lucious, as
one of Becky’s old flames returns.
Nick freaks out about his upcoming book
signing, so Jess scrambles to boost his
confidence. Winston asks for Schmidt and
Cece’s help in planning how to propose to Aly.
It’s Valentine’s Day, and Jess tries to convince
the gang that she’s content being single.
Meanwhile, Schmidt competes for a big
promotion, as Winston’s proposal plans are

11

Mellie’s plans to name Jake as her new chief of
staff only propels Olivia to do whatever it takes
to make sure that does not happen.

10

The offices of Isaiah Roth & Associates are
chaotic as Billy’s case begins.

11

As Sadie and Albert present the defense’s case
to the jury in Billy’s trial, Nick and Tiffany
defend a former prison friend of Nick’s.

12

Tiffany and Cameron work on a case to defend
a woman who murdered her best friend while
allegedly sleepwalking.
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Scandal
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The jury comes back and Billy is found not
guilty of murder. After being boxed out of the
interim DA post because of his relationship with
Cam, Peter vows to run for the job in the
The Lyons stand together as Anika and Hakeem
begin a custody battle for Bella. Meanwhile,
Claudia grows more possessive over Lucious, as
one of Becky’s old flames returns.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
With the existence of B613 exposed to the
world, the Gladiators make the ultimate
sacrifice in order to take down Cyrus and Jake –
but how far will they go to get justice?
As Cookie tries to convince the board that
Lucious is fine, Eddie jumps in to help him get
back in his groove. Meanwhile, Det. Pamela
Rose reveals information uncovered in the
The Lyons stand together as Anika and Hakeem
begin a custody battle for Bella. Meanwhile,
Claudia grows more possessive over Lucious, as
one of Becky’s old flames returns.
Reddick, Boseman and Lockhart represent an
African-American undercover cop who was left
crippled after being shot by another Chicago
police officer in the line of duty.
Image architect and coach, Law Roach, makes
a surprise visit to review the models walks,
talks, and style before sending them out on
their first real castings.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Lucious sneaks away in hopes of knowing more
about himself, prompting Cookie to panic. With
Anika behind bars, Hakeem and Tiana grow
more comfortable as a family.
With the existence of B613 exposed to the
world, the Gladiators make the ultimate
sacrifice in order to take down Cyrus and Jake –
but how far will they go to get justice?
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When Sophia feels like she is no longer the
cutest kid in the Short family, she tries
frantically to regain her status.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
A new patient visits the hospital in hope of a
cure, but finds a love interest instead. After
another run-in with the killer, Munsch enlists
the help of new Quantico special agent Denise
A Democratic National Committee consultant
approaches the firm to develop a confidential
impeachment strategy against President Trump,
leaving the firm’s partners at odds.
With the existence of B613 exposed to the
world, the Gladiators make the ultimate
sacrifice in order to take down Cyrus and Jake –
but how far will they go to get justice?
Nick freaks out about his upcoming book
signing, so Jess scrambles to boost his
confidence. Winston asks for Schmidt and
Cece’s help in planning how to propose to Aly.
It’s Valentine’s Day, and Jess tries to convince
the gang that she’s content being single.
Meanwhile, Schmidt competes for a big
promotion, as Winston’s proposal plans are
Harper Avery arrives at Grey Sloan, putting
Bailey on edge. A familiar face from Meredith’s
past returns as a patient, and Amelia tries to
manage a secret.
Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
Reddick, Boseman and Lockhart represent an
African-American undercover cop who was left
crippled after being shot by another Chicago
police officer in the line of duty.
Production comes to a halt on Empire’s 20-For20 when Calvin and Portia call for a strike,
leaving Cookie to solve the issue. Lucious
arranges a deal on Hakeem’s behalf.
It’s Valentine’s Day, and Jess tries to convince
the gang that she’s content being single.
Meanwhile, Schmidt competes for a big
promotion, as Winston’s proposal plans are
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Nick and Schmidt decide to treat Jess on a
relaxing day trip, which does nothing to calm
her nerves. With Cece’s help, Winston finalizes
his divorce from Rhonda, but finds out
Olivia gets an unexpected visitor in criminal
defense attorney Annalise Keating, who seeks
her help in fast-tracking a judicial reform class
action to the United States Supreme Court.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
Production comes to a halt on Empire’s 20-For20 when Calvin and Portia call for a strike,
leaving Cookie to solve the issue. Lucious
arranges a deal on Hakeem’s behalf.
The Top 14 home cooks are split into two
teams to compete in a fine dining challenge.
They’re later surprised when diners are
revealed and forced to scramble and alter their
The Top 13 face a Mystery Box challenge with a
stockpot and cooking oil, and are tasked with
making a dish that features a deep-fried
element. The pressure is on as the judges cook
An idealistic Dr. Devon Pravesh faces the harsh
realities of medical care, as third year resident
Dr. Conrad Hawkins takes him under his wing
and teaches his unconventional ways for
The Lyons stand together as Anika and Hakeem
begin a custody battle for Bella. Meanwhile,
Claudia grows more possessive over Lucious, as
one of Becky’s old flames returns.
Production comes to a halt on Empire’s 20-For20 when Calvin and Portia call for a strike,
leaving Cookie to solve the issue. Lucious
arranges a deal on Hakeem’s behalf.
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A Russian student asks Diane to protect her
from deportation, claiming she was one of the
women filmed with President Trump on the
alleged “Golden Shower” tape.
Ronnie is evicted from her apartment and
kicked out of Bernard's, so Captain Dave invites
her to stay with him in a community of airline
workers.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
As Cookie flashes back and compares her past
struggles to her life now, Lucious continues to
struggle with demons of his own, begging his
family to reveal the ways he’s wronged them.
The race is on when Cookie announces that the
number one album for Empire’s 20-For-20 will
be a competition between all of the label’s top
artists, giving Jamal a bold idea for his newest
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Reddick, Boseman and Lockhart represent an
African-American undercover cop who was left
crippled after being shot by another Chicago
police officer in the line of duty.
An idealistic Dr. Devon Pravesh faces the harsh
realities of medical care, as third year resident
Dr. Conrad Hawkins takes him under his wing
and teaches his unconventional ways for
It’s Valentine’s Day, and Jess tries to convince
the gang that she’s content being single.
Meanwhile, Schmidt competes for a big
promotion, as Winston’s proposal plans are
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Doctor
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17
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Nick and Schmidt decide to treat Jess on a
relaxing day trip, which does nothing to calm
her nerves. With Cece’s help, Winston finalizes
his divorce from Rhonda, but finds out
As Shaun and Claire improvise to preserve a
liver for a transplant, Andrews is pressured to
partner with Melendez on a wealthy patient’s
routine surgery.
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Melendez takes a risk to save a mother and her
unborn child, placing the hospital in legal
jeopardy.
A Russian student asks Diane to protect her
from deportation, claiming she was one of the
women filmed with President Trump on the
alleged “Golden Shower” tape.
Cookie and Lucious take matters into their own
hands as they watch Diana Dubois’ master
scheme unfold. Andre begins to spiral out of
control, while Jamal’s sobriety is put to the test.
Nick and Schmidt decide to treat Jess on a
relaxing day trip, which does nothing to calm
her nerves. With Cece’s help, Winston finalizes
his divorce from Rhonda, but finds out
As Schmidt hires an eager and overly
aggressive new assistant, Jess recruits Nick and
“The Pepperwood Chronicles” to help make her
popular with her students. Winston suspects his
When Cyrus and David embark on a trip to
Lisbon for the digital piracy summit, their plane
is hacked, leaving their friends and colleagues
on the ground little time to save them.
The Top 13 face a Mystery Box challenge with a
stockpot and cooking oil, and are tasked with
making a dish that features a deep-fried
element. The pressure is on as the judges cook
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
In flashback, Snow and Charming make a
special wish that Emma will be protected. The
result of their wish has the whole kingdom
bursting into song which infuriates the Evil
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Henry awakens to a cursed Storybrooke and
discovers Emma has been in the mental
hospital, and the Black Fairy is the new mayor.
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Cookie and Lucious take matters into their own
hands as they watch Diana Dubois’ master
scheme unfold. Andre begins to spiral out of
control, while Jamal’s sobriety is put to the test.
A new patient visits the hospital in hope of a
cure, but finds a love interest instead. After
another run-in with the killer, Munsch enlists
the help of new Quantico special agent Denise
Ronnie is evicted from her apartment and
kicked out of Bernard's, so Captain Dave invites
her to stay with him in a community of airline
workers.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
Conrad receives the call he’s been waiting for
when a heart becomes available for a patient
who has been on the transplant list for two
years.
Production comes to a halt on Empire’s 20-For20 when Calvin and Portia call for a strike,
leaving Cookie to solve the issue. Lucious
arranges a deal on Hakeem’s behalf.
Cookie and Lucious take matters into their own
hands as they watch Diana Dubois’ master
scheme unfold. Andre begins to spiral out of
control, while Jamal’s sobriety is put to the test.
With the Chicago murder rate on the rise,
Diane, Lucca, Maia, and the rest of the law firm
find themselves under psychological assault
when a client at another firm kills his lawyer for
Dean Munsch purchases an abandoned
hospital, recruits surgeons, a medical student,
and the disgraced Chanels. Secrets from the
hospital’s past begin to unravel as a new killer
A new patient visits the hospital in hope of a
cure, but finds a love interest instead. After
another run-in with the killer, Munsch enlists
the help of new Quantico special agent Denise
As Cookie tries to convince the board that
Lucious is fine, Eddie jumps in to help him get
back in his groove. Meanwhile, Det. Pamela
Rose reveals information uncovered in the
The Lyons stand together as Anika and Hakeem
begin a custody battle for Bella. Meanwhile,
Claudia grows more possessive over Lucious, as
one of Becky’s old flames returns.
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Harper Avery arrives at Grey Sloan, putting
Bailey on edge. A familiar face from Meredith’s
past returns as a patient, and Amelia tries to
manage a secret.
Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
A Russian student asks Diane to protect her
from deportation, claiming she was one of the
women filmed with President Trump on the
alleged “Golden Shower” tape.
Conrad receives the call he’s been waiting for
when a heart becomes available for a patient
who has been on the transplant list for two
years.
Nick and Schmidt decide to treat Jess on a
relaxing day trip, which does nothing to calm
her nerves. With Cece’s help, Winston finalizes
his divorce from Rhonda, but finds out
As Schmidt hires an eager and overly
aggressive new assistant, Jess recruits Nick and
“The Pepperwood Chronicles” to help make her
popular with her students. Winston suspects his
The Top 13 face a Mystery Box challenge with a
stockpot and cooking oil, and are tasked with
making a dish that features a deep-fried
element. The pressure is on as the judges cook
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
With the Chicago murder rate on the rise,
Diane, Lucca, Maia, and the rest of the law firm
find themselves under psychological assault
when a client at another firm kills his lawyer for
Cookie and Lucious devise an elaborate plan to
take down Diana Dubois and her family once
and for all.
As Schmidt hires an eager and overly
aggressive new assistant, Jess recruits Nick and
“The Pepperwood Chronicles” to help make her
popular with her students. Winston suspects his
Jess worries she’s spending too much time
being Nick’s girl. Meanwhile, Schmidt and Cece
obsess over security in their new home, as Aly
reveals an embarrassing secret to Winston.
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Everyone has secrets, and Olivia Pope has
dedicated her life to protecting and defending
the public images of the nation’s elite by
keeping those secrets under wraps.
The finale ends in a day that will change the
family and nation forever. A growing uprising
has Robert suspicious of everyone, as the rest
of the family unites to combat a formidable foe.
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Cookie and Lucious devise an elaborate plan to
take down Diana Dubois and her family once
and for all.
Billy’s mock trial ends in a conviction. Shaken
by these results, Albert and Sadie work
together to form a new, more aggressive legal
strategy as they prepare for voir dire.
Conrad participates in a charity bike race with
old army buddy and fellow surgeon Dr. Jude
Silva, and at the finish line, the two are called
upon to set a broken leg.
Cookie and Lucious take matters into their own
hands as they watch Diana Dubois’ master
scheme unfold. Andre begins to spiral out of
control, while Jamal’s sobriety is put to the test.
Cookie and Lucious devise an elaborate plan to
take down Diana Dubois and her family once
and for all.
Heated debates occur at the firm when Liz and
Maia represent a well-known photographer,
Ron Williams, suing a woman who provided an
account of their relationship to a website.
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Schmidt enlists Nick’s help to earn his house
contractor’s respect. As Jess and Robby test a
casual relationship, Winston and Cece discuss
the pros and cons of not being single.
Jess struggles to keep the loft’s Secret Santa
gift exchange afloat, as Winston and Schmidt
endure buying Cece a gift. Reagan surprises
Nick, making Jess’ Christmas one to remember.
Nick tries to keep cool when Regan moves into
the loft, while Cece and Winston challenge
Schmidt’s love of electronic dance music.
Jess goes to the extremes to pay Robby’s
medical bills, even upon learning the total. With
Schmidt and Winston’s help, Cece attempts to
get her new modeling agency off the ground.
Production comes to a halt on Empire’s 20-For20 when Calvin and Portia call for a strike,
leaving Cookie to solve the issue. Lucious
arranges a deal on Hakeem’s behalf.
Cookie and Lucious take matters into their own
hands as they watch Diana Dubois’ master
scheme unfold. Andre begins to spiral out of
control, while Jamal’s sobriety is put to the test.
Sabrina believes she's a shoe-in at Yale, but on
the day of her interview, she takes a risk that
may ruin her chances and jeopardize her future.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
Ronnie is evicted from her apartment and
kicked out of Bernard's, so Captain Dave invites
her to stay with him in a community of airline
workers.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
The Top 13 face a Mystery Box challenge with a
stockpot and cooking oil, and are tasked with
making a dish that features a deep-fried
element. The pressure is on as the judges cook
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
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Liam’s true intentions are revealed and the
family come together to try and navigate the
hard path that has been set for them. Jasper
helps Liam with a plan and Willow and Robert
The finale ends in a day that will change the
family and nation forever. A growing uprising
has Robert suspicious of everyone, as the rest
of the family unites to combat a formidable foe.
Billy’s mock trial ends in a conviction. Shaken
by these results, Albert and Sadie work
together to form a new, more aggressive legal
strategy as they prepare for voir dire.

11/08/2018 15:15:00

Doubt

10

The offices of Isaiah Roth & Associates are
chaotic as Billy’s case begins.
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
Ronnie is evicted from her apartment and
kicked out of Bernard's, so Captain Dave invites
her to stay with him in a community of airline
workers.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
Sabrina believes she's a shoe-in at Yale, but on
the day of her interview, she takes a risk that
may ruin her chances and jeopardize her future.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
Unaware of the heated conversations around
his hiring, Dr. Shaun Murphy has arrived in San
Jose, California, to be St. Bonaventure
Hospital’s newest surgical resident.
When prejudices about his autism force Shaun
to sit on the sidelines at St. Bonaventure, his
colleagues don’t hesitate to claim credit for his
ideas.
Ronnie is evicted from her apartment and
kicked out of Bernard's, so Captain Dave invites
her to stay with him in a community of airline
workers.
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MasterChef US
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A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
Liam’s true intentions are revealed and the
family come together to try and navigate the
hard path that has been set for them. Jasper
helps Liam with a plan and Willow and Robert
The finale ends in a day that will change the
family and nation forever. A growing uprising
has Robert suspicious of everyone, as the rest
of the family unites to combat a formidable foe.
Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
Diane and Adrian find themselves involved in
another police brutality case, this time
representing a familiar face. Meanwhile, Lucca
represents Maia for her interview with a federal
Diane takes on a new client, accused of cyberterrorism, resulting in unforeseen repercussions
for the firm. Meanwhile, Henry reveals to Maia
new truths about the scandal.
An unfortunate event brings the firm together,
along with the prospect of a new name partner,
Liz Reddick-Lawrence.
Tensions remain high when the firm learns
another Chicago lawyer has been murdered by
a client. Liz has her first day at the firm, and
positions herself as a potential ally for Diane.
Reddick, Boseman and Lockhart represent a
young woman who was assaulted while a
contestant on the reality dating show “Chicago
Penthouse.” Diane fears she might be the next
The Top 13 face a Mystery Box challenge with a
stockpot and cooking oil, and are tasked with
making a dish that features a deep-fried
element. The pressure is on as the judges cook
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12
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On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
Billy’s mock trial ends in a conviction. Shaken
by these results, Albert and Sadie work
together to form a new, more aggressive legal
strategy as they prepare for voir dire.
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The offices of Isaiah Roth & Associates are
chaotic as Billy’s case begins.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Mickey and the kids are forced to downgrade
from their temporary residence at a hotel after
their financial advisor cuts them off due to
excessive spending.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
Unaware of the heated conversations around
his hiring, Dr. Shaun Murphy has arrived in San
Jose, California, to be St. Bonaventure
Hospital’s newest surgical resident.
When prejudices about his autism force Shaun
to sit on the sidelines at St. Bonaventure, his
colleagues don’t hesitate to claim credit for his
ideas.
Liam’s true intentions are revealed and the
family come together to try and navigate the
hard path that has been set for them. Jasper
helps Liam with a plan and Willow and Robert
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The finale ends in a day that will change the
family and nation forever. A growing uprising
has Robert suspicious of everyone, as the rest
of the family unites to combat a formidable foe.
The Top 13 face a Mystery Box challenge with a
stockpot and cooking oil, and are tasked with
making a dish that features a deep-fried
element. The pressure is on as the judges cook
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
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The offices of Isaiah Roth & Associates are
chaotic as Billy’s case begins.
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As Sadie and Albert present the defense’s case
to the jury in Billy’s trial, Nick and Tiffany
defend a former prison friend of Nick’s.
Liam’s true intentions are revealed and the
family come together to try and navigate the
hard path that has been set for them. Jasper
helps Liam with a plan and Willow and Robert
The finale ends in a day that will change the
family and nation forever. A growing uprising
has Robert suspicious of everyone, as the rest
of the family unites to combat a formidable foe.
A new patient visits the hospital in hope of a
cure, but finds a love interest instead. After
another run-in with the killer, Munsch enlists
the help of new Quantico special agent Denise
Sabrina believes she's a shoe-in at Yale, but on
the day of her interview, she takes a risk that
may ruin her chances and jeopardize her future.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
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The gang is determined to have the best
Thanksgiving ever. But everything falls through
when Robby shows up unexpectedly, and
Schmidt’s father arrives with a broken heart.
Jess makes a move to become her school’s
principal. Winston puts his undercover skills to
the test, as Nick tries to find the perfect
wedding gift for Schmidt and Cece.
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When Sophia feels like she is no longer the
cutest kid in the Short family, she tries
frantically to regain her status.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
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The offices of Isaiah Roth & Associates are
chaotic as Billy’s case begins.
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As Sadie and Albert present the defense’s case
to the jury in Billy’s trial, Nick and Tiffany
defend a former prison friend of Nick’s.
Unaware of the heated conversations around
his hiring, Dr. Shaun Murphy has arrived in San
Jose, California, to be St. Bonaventure
Hospital’s newest surgical resident.
When prejudices about his autism force Shaun
to sit on the sidelines at St. Bonaventure, his
colleagues don’t hesitate to claim credit for his
ideas.
Liam’s true intentions are revealed and the
family come together to try and navigate the
hard path that has been set for them. Jasper
helps Liam with a plan and Willow and Robert
The finale ends in a day that will change the
family and nation forever. A growing uprising
has Robert suspicious of everyone, as the rest
of the family unites to combat a formidable foe.
With the Chicago murder rate on the rise,
Diane, Lucca, Maia, and the rest of the law firm
find themselves under psychological assault
when a client at another firm kills his lawyer for
Conrad participates in a charity bike race with
old army buddy and fellow surgeon Dr. Jude
Silva, and at the finish line, the two are called
upon to set a broken leg.
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Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
Heated debates occur at the firm when Liz and
Maia represent a well-known photographer,
Ron Williams, suing a woman who provided an
account of their relationship to a website.
Nurse Claudia takes her job to a new level,
when she kidnaps Lucious. To find him, Cookie
must race against time, and use the skills she
learned in prison to rescue him.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
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Nick freaks out about his upcoming book
signing, so Jess scrambles to boost his
confidence. Winston asks for Schmidt and
Cece’s help in planning how to propose to Aly.
It’s Valentine’s Day, and Jess tries to convince
the gang that she’s content being single.
Meanwhile, Schmidt competes for a big
promotion, as Winston’s proposal plans are
Nick and Schmidt decide to treat Jess on a
relaxing day trip, which does nothing to
calm her nerves. With Cece’s help,
Winston finalizes his divorce from
Nurse Claudia takes her job to a new level,
when she kidnaps Lucious. To find him, Cookie
must race against time, and use the skills she
learned in prison to rescue him.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
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The offices of Isaiah Roth & Associates are
chaotic as Billy’s case begins.
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As Sadie and Albert present the defense’s case
to the jury in Billy’s trial, Nick and Tiffany
defend a former prison friend of Nick’s.
The ER finds itself understaffed and overstressed after budget cuts and staff shakeups –
and an inexperienced nurse on her first day
finds herself responsible for the death of a
Nurse Claudia takes her job to a new level,
when she kidnaps Lucious. To find him, Cookie
must race against time, and use the skills she
learned in prison to rescue him.
Heated debates occur at the firm when Liz and
Maia represent a well-known photographer,
Ron Williams, suing a woman who provided an
account of their relationship to a website.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
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A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
Cookie and Lucious devise an elaborate plan to
take down Diana Dubois and her family once
and for all.
Nurse Claudia takes her job to a new level,
when she kidnaps Lucious. To find him, Cookie
must race against time, and use the skills she
learned in prison to rescue him.
The Top 13 face a Mystery Box challenge with a
stockpot and cooking oil, and are tasked with
making a dish that features a deep-fried
element. The pressure is on as the judges cook
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
Heated debates occur at the firm when Liz and
Maia represent a well-known photographer,
Ron Williams, suing a woman who provided an
account of their relationship to a website.
The ER finds itself understaffed and overstressed after budget cuts and staff shakeups –
and an inexperienced nurse on her first day
finds herself responsible for the death of a
As Schmidt hires an eager and overly
aggressive new assistant, Jess recruits Nick and
“The Pepperwood Chronicles” to help make her
popular with her students. Winston suspects his
Jess worries she’s spending too much time
being Nick’s girl. Meanwhile, Schmidt and Cece
obsess over security in their new home, as Aly
reveals an embarrassing secret to Winston.
The finale ends in a day that will change the
family and nation forever. A growing uprising
has Robert suspicious of everyone, as the rest
of the family unites to combat a formidable foe.
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The residents of the enchanted forest face
their greatest challenge yet as the Evil
Queen, Captain Hook and Rumpelstiltskin
join forces with a grown-up Henry Mills
After Jay is arrested on a fraudulent charge, the
firm rallies to his aid when they realize U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement is
involved with his arrest and may have ulterior
On the brink of a lucrative tech deal, Eddie
realizes he must work on rebranding Empire.
Cookie springs into action when a girl group
reunites and threatens to expose secrets about
Jess worries she’s spending too much time
being Nick’s girl. Meanwhile, Schmidt and Cece
obsess over security in their new home, as Aly
reveals an embarrassing secret to Winston.
As Nick panics for his lack of knowledge about
Reagan, Jess avoids her feelings for Nick. Aly
prepares to meet Winston’s mom for the first
time, but can she after Winston reveals a big
When Charlie is taken into custody for the
hijacking of Air Force Two, Quinn is faced with
an important choice. Cyrus sets out to recruit
Jake to join him on his quest for the White
Aspiring models compete to prove they
can make it in the intense world of
fashion, and have what it takes to become
America’s Next Top Model.
Unaware of the heated conversations around
his hiring, Dr. Shaun Murphy has arrived in San
Jose, California, to be St. Bonaventure
Hospital’s newest surgical resident.
When prejudices about his autism force Shaun
to sit on the sidelines at St. Bonaventure, his
colleagues don’t hesitate to claim credit for his
ideas.
As Shaun and Claire improvise to preserve a
liver for a transplant, Andrews is pressured to
partner with Melendez on a wealthy patient’s
routine surgery.
On the brink of a lucrative tech deal, Eddie
realizes he must work on rebranding Empire.
Cookie springs into action when a girl group
reunites and threatens to expose secrets about
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
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Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Three concurrent surgeries at the hospital push
its staff to the limits. Determined to ease the
pressure, Nic requests Jude for one of the
operations, making Conrad jealous.
Nurse Claudia takes her job to a new level,
when she kidnaps Lucious. To find him, Cookie
must race against time, and use the skills she
learned in prison to rescue him.
On the brink of a lucrative tech deal, Eddie
realizes he must work on rebranding Empire.
Cookie springs into action when a girl group
reunites and threatens to expose secrets about
After Jay is arrested on a fraudulent charge, the
firm rallies to his aid when they realize U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement is
involved with his arrest and may have ulterior
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
On the brink of a lucrative tech deal, Eddie
realizes he must work on rebranding Empire.
Cookie springs into action when a girl group
reunites and threatens to expose secrets about
An idealistic Dr. Devon Pravesh faces the harsh
realities of medical care, as third year resident
Dr. Conrad Hawkins takes him under his wing
and teaches his unconventional ways for
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
Dean Munsch, Denise, and the Chanels
question Hester and the survivor of the
Halloween massacre. Chad accuses Brock of
being the killer before making a proposal to
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After Jay is arrested on a fraudulent charge, the
firm rallies to his aid when they realize U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement is
involved with his arrest and may have ulterior
Three concurrent surgeries at the hospital push
its staff to the limits. Determined to ease the
pressure, Nic requests Jude for one of the
operations, making Conrad jealous.
Jess worries she’s spending too much time
being Nick’s girl. Meanwhile, Schmidt and Cece
obsess over security in their new home, as Aly
reveals an embarrassing secret to Winston.
As Nick panics for his lack of knowledge about
Reagan, Jess avoids her feelings for Nick. Aly
prepares to meet Winston’s mom for the first
time, but can she after Winston reveals a big

4

Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
The FBI questions Diane as part of a job
background check on Kurt, leading to
unexpected and serious consequences. Chaos
ensues in the delivery room after Lucca goes
A Lyon health scare shakes up Empire, as
Cookie holds down the fort in spite of it all.
Both Andre and Jamal try to right their wrongs,
and Jamal makes a shocking revelation on live
As Nick panics for his lack of knowledge about
Reagan, Jess avoids her feelings for Nick. Aly
prepares to meet Winston’s mom for the first
time, but can she after Winston reveals a big
Jess continues to stay with her dad, and they
unexpectedly help one another with their love
lives. Nick turns to Aly for help with his
relationship, as Schmidt contemplates using his
On the heels of her commitment to turn over a
new leaf, personal turmoil strikes Olivia once
again when Mellie demands that she get rid of
Cyrus once and for all.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
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Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
A Lyon health scare shakes up Empire, as
Cookie holds down the fort in spite of it all.
Both Andre and Jamal try to right their wrongs,
and Jamal makes a shocking revelation on live
The Top 13 face a Mystery Box challenge with a
stockpot and cooking oil, and are tasked with
making a dish that features a deep-fried
element. The pressure is on as the judges cook
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.

Conrad must face off against his wealthy father
who has shown up at the hospital unannounced.
On the brink of a lucrative tech deal, Eddie
realizes he must work on rebranding Empire.
Cookie springs into action when a girl group
reunites and threatens to expose secrets about
A Lyon health scare shakes up Empire, as
Cookie holds down the fort in spite of it all.
Both Andre and Jamal try to right their wrongs,
and Jamal makes a shocking revelation on live
The FBI questions Diane as part of a job
background check on Kurt, leading to
unexpected and serious consequences. Chaos
ensues in the delivery room after Lucca goes
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
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Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
A Lyon health scare shakes up Empire, as
Cookie holds down the fort in spite of it all.
Both Andre and Jamal try to right their wrongs,
and Jamal makes a shocking revelation on live
Conrad receives the call he’s been waiting for
when a heart becomes available for a patient
who has been on the transplant list for two
years.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
The FBI questions Diane as part of a job
background check on Kurt, leading to
unexpected and serious consequences. Chaos
ensues in the delivery room after Lucca goes
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Conrad must face off against his wealthy father
who has shown up at the hospital unannounced.
As Nick panics for his lack of knowledge about
Reagan, Jess avoids her feelings for Nick. Aly
prepares to meet Winston’s mom for the first
time, but can she after Winston reveals a big
Jess continues to stay with her dad, and they
unexpectedly help one another with their love
lives. Nick turns to Aly for help with his
relationship, as Schmidt contemplates using his

The Good
16/08/2018 13:25:00 Doctor

5

After bonding with a young patient, Shaun
suspects that the kid has been misdiagnosed
with a fatal form of brain cancer.

The Good
Doctor

6

A wedding party bus crash challenges Shaun
and his colleagues on their first night in the ER.
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HankMed turns a new page after Boris
buys Hamptons Heritage. Hank loses
Charlotte as he takes on a new case,
while Evan and Paige discover that they
Despite pressures to take it easy, Cookie can’t
help but take matters into her own hands after
receiving unsettling news. Tiana’s new single
takes off, leading to an unexpected change in
Jess continues to stay with her dad, and they
unexpectedly help one another with their love
lives. Nick turns to Aly for help with his
relationship, as Schmidt contemplates using his
Big things abound for the gang: Nick meets a
publisher, as Aly helps Winston reconnect with
somebody significant. Cece and Schmidt receive
big news, while Jess prepares to confess to
Cyrus and Jake’s mission to take the White
House reaches a new level of deceit when Liv is
called to testify against Mellie.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
Henry awakens to a cursed Storybrooke
and discovers Emma has been in the
mental hospital, and the Black Fairy is the
new mayor.
Snow, Charming, Regina, Zelena and
Hook are trapped in a crumbling Fairy
Tale Land and desperately try to figure
out a way to be reunited with Emma and
Despite pressures to take it easy, Cookie can’t
help but take matters into her own hands after
receiving unsettling news. Tiana’s new single
takes off, leading to an unexpected change in
Dean Munsch, Denise, and the Chanels
question Hester and the survivor of the
Halloween massacre. Chad accuses Brock of
being the killer before making a proposal to
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
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Conrad goes head-to-head with Lane when he
disagrees with her over a treatment plan for a
terminal cancer patient.
A Lyon health scare shakes up Empire, as
Cookie holds down the fort in spite of it all.
Both Andre and Jamal try to right their wrongs,
and Jamal makes a shocking revelation on live
Despite pressures to take it easy, Cookie can’t
help but take matters into her own hands after
receiving unsettling news. Tiana’s new single
takes off, leading to an unexpected change in
HankMed turns a new page after Boris
buys Hamptons Heritage. Hank loses
Charlotte as he takes on a new case,
while Evan and Paige discover that they
A new patient visits the hospital in hope of a
cure, but finds a love interest instead. After
another run-in with the killer, Munsch enlists
the help of new Quantico special agent Denise
Dean Munsch, Denise, and the Chanels
question Hester and the survivor of the
Halloween massacre. Chad accuses Brock of
being the killer before making a proposal to
Despite pressures to take it easy, Cookie can’t
help but take matters into her own hands after
receiving unsettling news. Tiana’s new single
takes off, leading to an unexpected change in
Conrad participates in a charity bike race with
old army buddy and fellow surgeon Dr. Jude
Silva, and at the finish line, the two are called
upon to set a broken leg.

4

Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a

Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
HankMed turns a new page after Boris
buys Hamptons Heritage. Hank loses
Charlotte as he takes on a new case,
while Evan and Paige discover that they
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Conrad goes head-to-head with Lane when he
disagrees with her over a treatment plan for a
terminal cancer patient.
Jess continues to stay with her dad, and they
unexpectedly help one another with their love
lives. Nick turns to Aly for help with his
relationship, as Schmidt contemplates using his
Big things abound for the gang: Nick meets a
publisher, as Aly helps Winston reconnect with
somebody significant. Cece and Schmidt receive
big news, while Jess prepares to confess to
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
Hank gets some dating advice from his
patient, as Evan worries about being a
father. Jeremiah finds it difficult to help
Divya clear her name when her arrest
Lucious and Thirsty try to squash Eddie’s
takeover by confronting him with legal papers.
Hakeem anxiously prepares for his 20 for 20
single, as Jamal and Tory make their first nonBig things abound for the gang: Nick meets a
publisher, as Aly helps Winston reconnect with
somebody significant. Cece and Schmidt receive
big news, while Jess prepares to confess to
Jess and Nick return from a European book tour
for “The Pepperwood Chronicles”. Meanwhile,
Schmidt and Cece celebrate their daughter
Ruth’s birthday, as Winston and Aly try to pick
With the existence of B613 exposed to the
world, the Gladiators make the ultimate
sacrifice in order to take down Cyrus and Jake –
but how far will they go to get justice?
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon
Ramsay, Aaron Sanchez and Joe
Bastianich will put the latest group of
contestants through a series of
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Lucious and Thirsty try to squash Eddie’s
takeover by confronting him with legal papers.
Hakeem anxiously prepares for his 20 for 20
single, as Jamal and Tory make their first non-

The offices of Isaiah Roth & Associates are
chaotic as Billy’s case begins.
Much to Bell’s dismay, Nic and Conrad decide to
admit a homeless Jane Doe, whom they
suspect was dumped off by another hospital
during Chastain’s big Charity Ball.
Despite pressures to take it easy, Cookie can’t
help but take matters into her own hands after
receiving unsettling news. Tiana’s new single
takes off, leading to an unexpected change in
Lucious and Thirsty try to squash Eddie’s
takeover by confronting him with legal papers.
Hakeem anxiously prepares for his 20 for 20
single, as Jamal and Tory make their first nonHank gets some dating advice from his
patient, as Evan worries about being a
father. Jeremiah finds it difficult to help
Divya clear her name when her arrest
Jess is on the hunt for a new vice principal, and
discovers she’s weak at making decisions. Cece
enlists Jess and Reagan to help her recruit new
models, as the guys enjoy a day at the spa.
While on a hike, Jess and Robby discover
something unexpected about their relationship.
Winston throws a surprise welcome home party
for Aly, as Schmidt and Cece fail to impress
Nick freaks out about his upcoming book
signing, so Jess scrambles to boost his
confidence. Winston asks for Schmidt and
Cece’s help in planning how to propose to Aly.
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It’s Valentine’s Day, and Jess tries to convince
the gang that she’s content being single.
Meanwhile, Schmidt competes for a big
promotion, as Winston’s proposal plans are
Lucious and Thirsty try to squash Eddie’s
takeover by confronting him with legal papers.
Hakeem anxiously prepares for his 20 for 20
single, as Jamal and Tory make their first nonThe ER finds itself understaffed and overstressed after budget cuts and staff shakeups –
and an inexperienced nurse on her first day
finds herself responsible for the death of a
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
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The offices of Isaiah Roth & Associates are
chaotic as Billy’s case begins.
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As Sadie and Albert present the defense’s case
to the jury in Billy’s trial, Nick and Tiffany
defend a former prison friend of Nick’s.
Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
As Shaun and Claire improvise to preserve a
liver for a transplant, Andrews is pressured to
partner with Melendez on a wealthy patient’s
routine surgery.
Melendez takes a risk to save a mother and her
unborn child, placing the hospital in legal
jeopardy.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
Ray gets in over his head when he makes
up a fake charity to impress his girlfriend,
Maya gives Jimmy tips on being the boss,
and Dylan demands Kenneth get out of
Jimmy takes JJ camping to give him "the
talk," Maya trains a ragtag group of new
aides, and sparks fly between Dylan and
Ray's bully.
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Snow, Charming, Regina, Zelena and
Hook are trapped in a crumbling Fairy
Tale Land and desperately try to figure
out a way to be reunited with Emma and
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
Liz decides to represent her son’s favorite
teacher after she senses the school fired him
for illegitimate reasons. Lucca enlists the help
of Elsbeth when an unanticipated lawsuit hits
Adrian and Diane serve as outside counsel for a
broadcast network planning to air a
controversial segment that would derail the
career of a beloved male movie star.
Adrian becomes an overnight celebrity after his
candid appearance on a cable news show goes
viral. Lucca, who has yet to formally announce
her pregnancy, worries about her future at the
A Democratic National Committee consultant
approaches the firm to develop a confidential
impeachment strategy against President Trump,
leaving the firm’s partners at odds.
Reddick, Boseman and Lockhart represent an
African-American undercover cop who was left
crippled after being shot by another Chicago
police officer in the line of duty.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
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As Sadie and Albert present the defense’s case
to the jury in Billy’s trial, Nick and Tiffany
defend a former prison friend of Nick’s.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
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Mickey’s relationship with Alba is tested when
Greenwich divorcee Trish hits rock bottom and
becomes the perfect new friend for Mickey.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
As Shaun and Claire improvise to preserve a
liver for a transplant, Andrews is pressured to
partner with Melendez on a wealthy patient’s
routine surgery.
Melendez takes a risk to save a mother and her
unborn child, placing the hospital in legal
jeopardy.
In flashback, Snow and Charming make a
special wish that Emma will be protected.
The result of their wish has the whole
kingdom bursting into song which
Henry awakens to a cursed Storybrooke
and discovers Emma has been in the
mental hospital, and the Black Fairy is the
new mayor.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
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On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
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As Sadie and Albert present the defense’s case
to the jury in Billy’s trial, Nick and Tiffany
defend a former prison friend of Nick’s.
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Tiffany and Cameron work on a case to defend
a woman who murdered her best friend while
allegedly sleepwalking.
In flashback, Snow and Charming make a
special wish that Emma will be protected.
The result of their wish has the whole
kingdom bursting into song which
Henry awakens to a cursed Storybrooke
and discovers Emma has been in the
mental hospital, and the Black Fairy is the
new mayor.
Dean Munsch, Denise, and the Chanels
question Hester and the survivor of the
Halloween massacre. Chad accuses Brock
of being the killer before making a
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
Schmidt enlists Nick’s help to earn his house
contractor’s respect. As Jess and Robby test a
casual relationship, Winston and Cece discuss
the pros and cons of not being single.
Jess struggles to keep the loft’s Secret Santa
gift exchange afloat, as Winston and Schmidt
endure buying Cece a gift. Reagan surprises
Nick, making Jess’ Christmas one to remember.
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A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
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As Sadie and Albert present the defense’s case
to the jury in Billy’s trial, Nick and Tiffany
defend a former prison friend of Nick’s.
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Tiffany and Cameron work on a case to defend
a woman who murdered her best friend while
allegedly sleepwalking.
As Shaun and Claire improvise to preserve a
liver for a transplant, Andrews is pressured to
partner with Melendez on a wealthy patient’s
routine surgery.
Melendez takes a risk to save a mother and her
unborn child, placing the hospital in legal
jeopardy.
The finale ends in a day that will change the
family and nation forever. A growing uprising
has Robert suspicious of everyone, as the rest
of the family unites to combat a formidable foe.
Henry awakens to a cursed Storybrooke
and discovers Emma has been in the
mental hospital, and the Black Fairy is the
new mayor.
Hank gets some dating advice from his
patient, as Evan worries about being a
father. Jeremiah finds it difficult to help
Divya clear her name when her arrest
Much to Bell’s dismay, Nic and Conrad decide to
admit a homeless Jane Doe, whom they
suspect was dumped off by another hospital
during Chastain’s big Charity Ball.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
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A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
An intense method actor shadows Hank to
prepare for his next role, as Divya
performs a genetic test on a royal patient
who doesn't play by the rules.
As Eddie fights for his place at Empire and gets
the board on his side, Lucious and Shine must
find a solution to keep him out. Cookie is
desperate to fulfill a promise to a friend before
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
As Schmidt hires an eager and overly
aggressive new assistant, Jess recruits Nick and
“The Pepperwood Chronicles” to help make her
popular with her students. Winston suspects his
Jess worries she’s spending too much time
being Nick’s girl. Meanwhile, Schmidt and Cece
obsess over security in their new home, as Aly
reveals an embarrassing secret to Winston.
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As Nick panics for his lack of knowledge
about Reagan, Jess avoids her feelings for
Nick. Aly prepares to meet Winston’s mom
for the first time, but can she after
As Eddie fights for his place at Empire and gets
the board on his side, Lucious and Shine must
find a solution to keep him out. Cookie is
desperate to fulfill a promise to a friend before
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
Tiffany and Cameron work on a case to defend
a woman who murdered her best friend while
allegedly sleepwalking.
The jury comes back and Billy is found not
guilty of murder. After being boxed out of the
interim DA post because of his relationship with
Cam, Peter vows to run for the job in the
Conrad’s ex-fiancé, Catherine, who is now
happily married to another and who he hasn't
seen in eleven years, is admitted to the hospital
with abdominal pain that proves to be quite the
As Eddie fights for his place at Empire and gets
the board on his side, Lucious and Shine must
find a solution to keep him out. Cookie is
desperate to fulfill a promise to a friend before
An intense method actor shadows Hank to
prepare for his next role, as Divya
performs a genetic test on a royal patient
who doesn't play by the rules.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
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A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
As Eddie fights for his place at Empire and gets
the board on his side, Lucious and Shine must
find a solution to keep him out. Cookie is
desperate to fulfill a promise to a friend before
Three concurrent surgeries at the hospital push
its staff to the limits. Determined to ease the
pressure, Nic requests Jude for one of the
operations, making Conrad jealous.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
An intense method actor shadows Hank to
prepare for his next role, as Divya
performs a genetic test on a royal patient
who doesn't play by the rules.
Conrad’s ex-fiancé, Catherine, who is now
happily married to another and who he hasn't
seen in eleven years, is admitted to the hospital
with abdominal pain that proves to be quite the
Big things abound for the gang: Nick meets a
publisher, as Aly helps Winston reconnect with
somebody significant. Cece and Schmidt receive
big news, while Jess prepares to confess to
Jess and Nick return from a European book tour
for “The Pepperwood Chronicles”. Meanwhile,
Schmidt and Cece celebrate their daughter
Ruth’s birthday, as Winston and Aly try to pick
In flashback, Snow and Charming make a
special wish that Emma will be protected.
The result of their wish has the whole
kingdom bursting into song which
Henry awakens to a cursed Storybrooke
and discovers Emma has been in the
mental hospital, and the Black Fairy is the
new mayor.
Hank treats a transgender teenager, as
Jeremiah is in over his head when an old
acquaintance comes with a business offer.
Evan and Paige consider adopting a child.

14

When Cookie finally visits her mother, the two
must confront their complicated past.
Meanwhile, Lucious and Eddie continue their
fight over Empire.
Jess and Nick return from a European book tour
for “The Pepperwood Chronicles”. Meanwhile,
Schmidt and Cece celebrate their daughter
Ruth’s birthday, as Winston and Aly try to pick
Over a drunken power lunch, Jess and Cece
decide to stand up to Russell. Meanwhile, Nick
struggles to come up with ideas for a new
book, and Schmidt is desperate to get Ruth to
An idealistic Dr. Devon Pravesh faces the harsh
realities of medical care, as third year resident
Dr. Conrad Hawkins takes him under his wing
and teaches his unconventional ways for
Aspiring models compete to prove they
can make it in the intense world of
fashion, and have what it takes to become
America’s Next Top Model.

4

Melendez takes a risk to save a mother and her
unborn child, placing the hospital in legal
jeopardy.

5

After bonding with a young patient, Shaun
suspects that the kid has been misdiagnosed
with a fatal form of brain cancer.
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A wedding party bus crash challenges Shaun
and his colleagues on their first night in the ER.
When Cookie finally visits her mother, the two
must confront their complicated past.
Meanwhile, Lucious and Eddie continue their
fight over Empire.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Conrad is hit by a bike and badly sprains his
ankle. He works through it with Dr. Eileen
Jacoby who is hallucinating visions of her old
patients, or as she puts it, she's seeing ghosts.
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As Eddie fights for his place at Empire and gets
the board on his side, Lucious and Shine must
find a solution to keep him out. Cookie is
desperate to fulfill a promise to a friend before
When Cookie finally visits her mother, the two
must confront their complicated past.
Meanwhile, Lucious and Eddie continue their
fight over Empire.
Hank treats a transgender teenager, as
Jeremiah is in over his head when an old
acquaintance comes with a business offer.
Evan and Paige consider adopting a child.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
When Cookie finally visits her mother, the two
must confront their complicated past.
Meanwhile, Lucious and Eddie continue their
fight over Empire.

Conrad must face off against his wealthy father
who has shown up at the hospital unannounced.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
Dean Munsch, Denise, and Hester devise a plan
to catch the killer by throwing a party. It’s
Chanel-o-ween as Chanel tries to make contact
with the killer’s latest victim.
Hank treats a transgender teenager, as
Jeremiah is in over his head when an old
acquaintance comes with a business offer.
Evan and Paige consider adopting a child.
Conrad is hit by a bike and badly sprains his
ankle. He works through it with Dr. Eileen
Jacoby who is hallucinating visions of her old
patients, or as she puts it, she's seeing ghosts.
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Jess and Nick return from a European book tour
for “The Pepperwood Chronicles”. Meanwhile,
Schmidt and Cece celebrate their daughter
Ruth’s birthday, as Winston and Aly try to pick
Over a drunken power lunch, Jess and Cece
decide to stand up to Russell. Meanwhile, Nick
struggles to come up with ideas for a new
book, and Schmidt is desperate to get Ruth to

5

Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
Evan worries Boris doesn't trust him to do
his job. Hank's date at the United Nations
results in a big job offer, as a third suitor
for Divya arrives in the Hamptons.
Cookie and Lucious fight to keep Empire in the
family, as they prepare a livestream concert to
crowdfund the amount needed to trump Eddie’s
plans.
Over a drunken power lunch, Jess and Cece
decide to stand up to Russell. Meanwhile, Nick
struggles to come up with ideas for a new
book, and Schmidt is desperate to get Ruth to
Nervous about Ruth’s interview at a prestigious
pre-school, Schmidt gets Jess to help her
prepare. Meanwhile, Nick procrastinates
writing, as Winston prepares to confront his
Conrad receives the call he’s been waiting for
when a heart becomes available for a patient
who has been on the transplant list for two
years.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.

The residents of the enchanted forest face
their greatest challenge yet as the Evil
Queen, Captain Hook and Rumpelstiltskin
join forces with a grown-up Henry Mills
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
Cookie and Lucious fight to keep Empire in the
family, as they prepare a livestream concert to
crowdfund the amount needed to trump Eddie’s
plans.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
Lily's family names Nic in a wrongful death
lawsuit against the hospital, and the hospital is
forced to remove her from the care of all her
patients while they investigate her.
When Cookie finally visits her mother, the two
must confront their complicated past.
Meanwhile, Lucious and Eddie continue their
fight over Empire.
Cookie and Lucious fight to keep Empire in the
family, as they prepare a livestream concert to
crowdfund the amount needed to trump Eddie’s
plans.
Evan worries Boris doesn't trust him to do
his job. Hank's date at the United Nations
results in a big job offer, as a third suitor
for Divya arrives in the Hamptons.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
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Cookie and Lucious fight to keep Empire in the
family, as they prepare a livestream concert to
crowdfund the amount needed to trump Eddie’s
plans.
Conrad goes head-to-head with Lane when he
disagrees with her over a treatment plan for a
terminal cancer patient.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.

Evan worries Boris doesn't trust him to do
his job. Hank's date at the United Nations
results in a big job offer, as a third suitor
for Divya arrives in the Hamptons.
Lily's family names Nic in a wrongful death
lawsuit against the hospital, and the hospital is
forced to remove her from the care of all her
patients while they investigate her.
Over a drunken power lunch, Jess and Cece
decide to stand up to Russell. Meanwhile, Nick
struggles to come up with ideas for a new
book, and Schmidt is desperate to get Ruth to
Nervous about Ruth’s interview at a prestigious
pre-school, Schmidt gets Jess to help her
prepare. Meanwhile, Nick procrastinates
writing, as Winston prepares to confront his
Melendez is challenged when an autistic
patient’s parents refuse to allow Shaun to
operate on their son.
As Shaun is tapped to treat a woman whose
shooting he witnessed during an armed
robbery, Claire runs into trouble when she
disagrees with the racist gunman’s treatment.
While Boris is forced to share his secret
plans with Evan, Jeremiah lays low after
his big business mistake. Divya deals with
what appears to be a Smallpox outbreak.
As the Empire ownership bid presentation
nears, Lucious must make a difficult decision to
save the future of the company and his family,
while Eddie shows no signs of backing down.
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Nervous about Ruth’s interview at a prestigious
pre-school, Schmidt gets Jess to help her
prepare. Meanwhile, Nick procrastinates
writing, as Winston prepares to confront his
The gang gathers for a one-year memorial
service for a beloved friend. Meanwhile, Jess
discovers that Coach owes Nick a large sum of
money.
Conrad participates in a charity bike race with
old army buddy and fellow surgeon Dr. Jude
Silva, and at the finish line, the two are called
upon to set a broken leg.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.

As the Empire ownership bid presentation
nears, Lucious must make a difficult decision to
save the future of the company and his family,
while Eddie shows no signs of backing down.
Dean Munsch, Denise, and Hester devise a plan
to catch the killer by throwing a party. It’s
Chanel-o-ween as Chanel tries to make contact
with the killer’s latest victim.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
Conrad and Devon work tirelessly to save the
life of Bradley, who has fallen through the
hospital skylight. Meanwhile, Dr. Bell looks back
to when he benched Bradley for falling asleep

8

Cookie and Lucious fight to keep Empire in the
family, as they prepare a livestream concert to
crowdfund the amount needed to trump Eddie’s
plans.
As the Empire ownership bid presentation
nears, Lucious must make a difficult decision to
save the future of the company and his family,
while Eddie shows no signs of backing down.
While Boris is forced to share his secret
plans with Evan, Jeremiah lays low after
his big business mistake. Divya deals with
what appears to be a Smallpox outbreak.
Dean Munsch, Denise, and the Chanels
question Hester and the survivor of the
Halloween massacre. Chad accuses Brock of
being the killer before making a proposal to
Dean Munsch, Denise, and Hester devise a plan
to catch the killer by throwing a party. It’s
Chanel-o-ween as Chanel tries to make contact
with the killer’s latest victim.
As the Empire ownership bid presentation
nears, Lucious must make a difficult decision to
save the future of the company and his family,
while Eddie shows no signs of backing down.
Much to Bell’s dismay, Nic and Conrad decide to
admit a homeless Jane Doe, whom they
suspect was dumped off by another hospital
during Chastain’s big Charity Ball.

5

Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
While Boris is forced to share his secret
plans with Evan, Jeremiah lays low after
his big business mistake. Divya deals with
what appears to be a Smallpox outbreak.
Conrad and Devon work tirelessly to save the
life of Bradley, who has fallen through the
hospital skylight. Meanwhile, Dr. Bell looks back
to when he benched Bradley for falling asleep
Nervous about Ruth’s interview at a prestigious
pre-school, Schmidt gets Jess to help her
prepare. Meanwhile, Nick procrastinates
writing, as Winston prepares to confront his
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Ben must face his criminal past; the team at
Anderson Vaughan comes to terms with having
teamed up with the bad guys.
The gang gathers for a one-year memorial
service for a beloved friend. Meanwhile, Jess
discovers that Coach owes Nick a large sum of
money.
Jess tries to appease Winston’s anxiety about
his impending fatherhood by tracking down his
long lost dad. Schmidt goes back to work,
leaving Cece and Nick to handle the toddler
The ER finds itself understaffed and overstressed after budget cuts and staff shakeups –
and an inexperienced nurse on her first day
finds herself responsible for the death of a
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon
Ramsay, Aaron Sanchez and Joe
Bastianich will put the latest group of
contestants through a series of
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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The gang gathers for a one-year memorial
service for a beloved friend. Meanwhile, Jess
discovers that Coach owes Nick a large sum of
money.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
Hank helps Boris prep a secret patient for
surgery, as Evan tries to chase a bad
omen out of the hospital. Divya gets an
offer that forces her to make a big

Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
The residents of the enchanted forest face
their greatest challenge yet as the Evil
Queen, Captain Hook and Rumpelstiltskin
join forces with a grown-up Henry Mills
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Ben must face his criminal past; the team at
Anderson Vaughan comes to terms with having
teamed up with the bad guys.
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The offices of Isaiah Roth & Associates are
chaotic as Billy’s case begins.
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As Sadie and Albert present the defense’s case
to the jury in Billy’s trial, Nick and Tiffany
defend a former prison friend of Nick’s.
Devon and Conrad race against the clock to
save the life of a woman who is deteriorating
fast from undetermined symptoms. The team
relies on her family of ex-cons to help diagnose
As the Empire ownership bid presentation
nears, Lucious must make a difficult decision to
save the future of the company and his family,
while Eddie shows no signs of backing down.
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Ben must face his criminal past; the team at
Anderson Vaughan comes to terms with having
teamed up with the bad guys.
Hank helps Boris prep a secret patient for
surgery, as Evan tries to chase a bad
omen out of the hospital. Divya gets an
offer that forces her to make a big
Nick and Schmidt decide to treat Jess on a
relaxing day trip, which does nothing to calm
her nerves. With Cece’s help, Winston finalizes
his divorce from Rhonda, but finds out
As Schmidt hires an eager and overly
aggressive new assistant, Jess recruits Nick and
“The Pepperwood Chronicles” to help make her
popular with her students. Winston suspects his
Jess worries she’s spending too much time
being Nick’s girl. Meanwhile, Schmidt and Cece
obsess over security in their new home, as Aly
reveals an embarrassing secret to Winston.
As Nick panics for his lack of knowledge about
Reagan, Jess avoids her feelings for Nick. Aly
prepares to meet Winston’s mom for the first
time, but can she after Winston reveals a big
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Ben must face his criminal past; the team at
Anderson Vaughan comes to terms with having
teamed up with the bad guys.
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Doubt
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Grey's Anatomy S14

Conrad’s ex-fiancé, Catherine, who is now
happily married to another and who he hasn't
seen in eleven years, is admitted to the hospital
with abdominal pain that proves to be quite the
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
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11

As Sadie and Albert present the defense’s case
to the jury in Billy’s trial, Nick and Tiffany
defend a former prison friend of Nick’s.

12

Tiffany and Cameron work on a case to defend
a woman who murdered her best friend while
allegedly sleepwalking.
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
After bonding with a young patient, Shaun
suspects that the kid has been misdiagnosed
with a fatal form of brain cancer.
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A wedding party bus crash challenges Shaun
and his colleagues on their first night in the ER.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
The DiMeo kids mistakenly eat old
Halloween candy that causes feverish
dreams of horror and wish fulfillment, and
Kenneth agonizes over which era of
JJ's pressured to date a new student at
school who also has cerebral palsy.
Meanwhile, Maya and Jimmy teach Ray
and his girlfriend to think less.
The residents of the enchanted forest face
their greatest challenge yet as the Evil
Queen, Captain Hook and Rumpelstiltskin
join forces with a grown-up Henry Mills
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
A Russian student asks Diane to protect her
from deportation, claiming she was one of the
women filmed with President Trump on the
alleged “Golden Shower” tape.
With the Chicago murder rate on the rise,
Diane, Lucca, Maia, and the rest of the law firm
find themselves under psychological assault
when a client at another firm kills his lawyer for
Heated debates occur at the firm when Liz and
Maia represent a well-known photographer,
Ron Williams, suing a woman who provided an
account of their relationship to a website.
After Jay is arrested on a fraudulent charge, the
firm rallies to his aid when they realize U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement is
involved with his arrest and may have ulterior
The FBI questions Diane as part of a job
background check on Kurt, leading to
unexpected and serious consequences. Chaos
ensues in the delivery room after Lucca goes
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
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As Sadie and Albert present the defense’s case
to the jury in Billy’s trial, Nick and Tiffany
defend a former prison friend of Nick’s.
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Tiffany and Cameron work on a case to defend
a woman who murdered her best friend while
allegedly sleepwalking.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
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Mickey takes the kids to visit their parents in jail
to gain closure, but it turns out Mickey may be
the one who needs it the most.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.

The Good
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After bonding with a young patient, Shaun
suspects that the kid has been misdiagnosed
with a fatal form of brain cancer.
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A wedding party bus crash challenges Shaun
and his colleagues on their first night in the ER.
Snow, Charming, Regina, Zelena and
Hook are trapped in a crumbling Fairy
Tale Land and desperately try to figure
out a way to be reunited with Emma and
The residents of the enchanted forest face
their greatest challenge yet as the Evil
Queen, Captain Hook and Rumpelstiltskin
join forces with a grown-up Henry Mills
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.
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Tiffany and Cameron work on a case to defend
a woman who murdered her best friend while
allegedly sleepwalking.
The jury comes back and Billy is found not
guilty of murder. After being boxed out of the
interim DA post because of his relationship with
Cam, Peter vows to run for the job in the
Snow, Charming, Regina, Zelena and
Hook are trapped in a crumbling Fairy
Tale Land and desperately try to figure
out a way to be reunited with Emma and
The residents of the enchanted forest face
their greatest challenge yet as the Evil
Queen, Captain Hook and Rumpelstiltskin
join forces with a grown-up Henry Mills
Dean Munsch, Denise, and Hester devise a plan
to catch the killer by throwing a party. It’s
Chanel-o-ween as Chanel tries to make contact
with the killer’s latest victim.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
Nick tries to keep cool when Regan moves into
the loft, while Cece and Winston challenge
Schmidt’s love of electronic dance music.
Jess goes to the extremes to pay Robby’s
medical bills, even upon learning the total. With
Schmidt and Winston’s help, Cece attempts to
get her new modeling agency off the ground.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
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Tiffany and Cameron work on a case to defend
a woman who murdered her best friend while
allegedly sleepwalking.
The jury comes back and Billy is found not
guilty of murder. After being boxed out of the
interim DA post because of his relationship with
Cam, Peter vows to run for the job in the
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After bonding with a young patient, Shaun
suspects that the kid has been misdiagnosed
with a fatal form of brain cancer.
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A wedding party bus crash challenges Shaun
and his colleagues on their first night in the ER.
Snow, Charming, Regina, Zelena and
Hook are trapped in a crumbling Fairy
Tale Land and desperately try to figure
out a way to be reunited with Emma and
The residents of the enchanted forest face
their greatest challenge yet as the Evil
Queen, Captain Hook and Rumpelstiltskin
join forces with a grown-up Henry Mills
Hank helps Boris prep a secret patient for
surgery, as Evan tries to chase a bad
omen out of the hospital. Divya gets an
offer that forces her to make a big
Devon and Conrad race against the clock to
save the life of a woman who is deteriorating
fast from undetermined symptoms. The team
relies on her family of ex-cons to help diagnose
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.

A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
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Evan and Paige's surrogate goes into
labor, as Hank runs into his ex-fiancée
from New York, bringing unresolved
issues. Divya prepares for big life changes
The AVI team takes on a difficult and unlikely
client being hunted by a sharpshooting
assassin. Meanwhile, Alice struggles to keep
Tommy out of trouble as Rhys and Ben are
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.

A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
Jess continues to stay with her dad, and they
unexpectedly help one another with their love
lives. Nick turns to Aly for help with his
relationship, as Schmidt contemplates using his
Big things abound for the gang: Nick meets a
publisher, as Aly helps Winston reconnect with
somebody significant. Cece and Schmidt receive
big news, while Jess prepares to confess to
Mom on a mission Maya may have found
the perfect school for her son JJ, who has
cerebral palsy and doesn’t speak – but a
disastrous first day has her secondThe AVI team takes on a difficult and unlikely
client being hunted by a sharpshooting
assassin. Meanwhile, Alice struggles to keep
Tommy out of trouble as Rhys and Ben are
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A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long

In a final and drastic attempt to save Nic from
Lane’s acts of sabotage, Conrad must call in a
favor from the one person he promised he
never would.
Ben must face his criminal past; the team at
Anderson Vaughan comes to terms with having
teamed up with the bad guys.
The AVI team takes on a difficult and unlikely
client being hunted by a sharpshooting
assassin. Meanwhile, Alice struggles to keep
Tommy out of trouble as Rhys and Ben are
Evan and Paige's surrogate goes into
labor, as Hank runs into his ex-fiancée
from New York, bringing unresolved
issues. Divya prepares for big life changes
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
The AVI team takes on a difficult and unlikely
client being hunted by a sharpshooting
assassin. Meanwhile, Alice struggles to keep
Tommy out of trouble as Rhys and Ben are
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Conrad is hit by a bike and badly sprains his
ankle. He works through it with Dr. Eileen
Jacoby who is hallucinating visions of her old
patients, or as she puts it, she's seeing ghosts.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
Evan and Paige's surrogate goes into
labor, as Hank runs into his ex-fiancée
from New York, bringing unresolved
issues. Divya prepares for big life changes
In a final and drastic attempt to save Nic from
Lane’s acts of sabotage, Conrad must call in a
favor from the one person he promised he
never would.
The gang gathers for a one-year memorial
service for a beloved friend. Meanwhile, Jess
discovers that Coach owes Nick a large sum of
money.
Jess tries to appease Winston’s anxiety about
his impending fatherhood by tracking down his
long lost dad. Schmidt goes back to work,
leaving Cece and Nick to handle the toddler
Snow, Charming, Regina, Zelena and
Hook are trapped in a crumbling Fairy
Tale Land and desperately try to figure
out a way to be reunited with Emma and
The residents of the enchanted forest face
their greatest challenge yet as the Evil
Queen, Captain Hook and Rumpelstiltskin
join forces with a grown-up Henry Mills
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Hank treats a stuntwoman on the set of a
film that’s said to be cursed.
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As Alice discovers some hard truths about her
brother, Val is forced to dig into her past to
help with his case.
Jess tries to appease Winston’s anxiety about
his impending fatherhood by tracking down his
long lost dad. Schmidt goes back to work,
leaving Cece and Nick to handle the toddler
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Nick’s plan to propose to Jess is thrown offcourse when they decide to get a dog.
Meanwhile, Winston sees color for the first
time, and Schmidt worries about Cece getting
Three concurrent surgeries at the hospital push
its staff to the limits. Determined to ease the
pressure, Nic requests Jude for one of the
operations, making Conrad jealous.
Aspiring models compete to prove they
can make it in the intense world of
fashion, and have what it takes to become
America’s Next Top Model.
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The Good
Doctor
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Melendez is challenged when an autistic
patient’s parents refuse to allow Shaun to
operate on their son.
As Shaun is tapped to treat a woman whose
shooting he witnessed during an armed
robbery, Claire runs into trouble when she
disagrees with the racist gunman’s treatment.
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Doctor
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Shaun and Melendez team up to devise a heart
surgery to save a gravely ill African boy.
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As Alice discovers some hard truths about her
brother, Val is forced to dig into her past to
help with his case.
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
High-profile attorney Jake Gregorian and awardwinning television news producer Julia George
rely on each other when his billionaire client is
arrested for a fatal hit-and-run.
The AVI team takes on a difficult and unlikely
client being hunted by a sharpshooting
assassin. Meanwhile, Alice struggles to keep
Tommy out of trouble as Rhys and Ben are
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As Alice discovers some hard truths about her
brother, Val is forced to dig into her past to
help with his case.
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Hank treats a stuntwoman on the set of a
film that’s said to be cursed.
Aspiring models compete to prove they can
make it in the intense world of fashion, and
have what it takes to become America’s Next
Top Model.

1

As Alice discovers some hard truths about her
brother, Val is forced to dig into her past to
help with his case.
Lily's family names Nic in a wrongful death
lawsuit against the hospital, and the hospital is
forced to remove her from the care of all her
patients while they investigate her.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
Dean Munsch notifies the authorities of the
murders at the institute, which leads to an
influx of new patients. Chanel recruits new
patients – one of which causes the hospital

Hank treats a stuntwoman on the set of a
film that’s said to be cursed.
High-profile attorney Jake Gregorian and awardwinning television news producer Julia George
rely on each other when his billionaire client is
arrested for a fatal hit-and-run.
Jess tries to appease Winston’s anxiety about
his impending fatherhood by tracking down his
long lost dad. Schmidt goes back to work,
leaving Cece and Nick to handle the toddler
Nick’s plan to propose to Jess is thrown offcourse when they decide to get a dog.
Meanwhile, Winston sees color for the first
time, and Schmidt worries about Cece getting
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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Hank treats a politician who does not
want to slow down her campaign to take
care of her health.
Alice and Ben get caught in each other’s
crosshairs as they're forced to choose between
loyalties. Alice confronts a past she’d left behind
as AVI may have uncovered one of Margot’s
Nick’s plan to propose to Jess is thrown offcourse when they decide to get a dog.
Meanwhile, Winston sees color for the first
time, and Schmidt worries about Cece getting
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Jess and Nick make two life-changing decisions,
as Winston and Aly’s big day arrives.
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Conrad must face off against his wealthy father
who has shown up at the hospital unannounced.
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The residents of the enchanted forest face
their greatest challenge yet as the Evil
Queen, Captain Hook and Rumpelstiltskin
join forces with a grown-up Henry Mills
Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
Alice and Ben get caught in each other’s
crosshairs as they're forced to choose between
loyalties. Alice confronts a past she’d left behind
as AVI may have uncovered one of Margot’s
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On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
As he prepares to defend Oscar Keaton from
accusations that he killed his wife, Jake and
Julia clash over a distraught woman’s claim that
her son was kidnapped.
As Alice discovers some hard truths about her
brother, Val is forced to dig into her past to
help with his case.
Alice and Ben get caught in each other’s
crosshairs as they're forced to choose between
loyalties. Alice confronts a past she’d left behind
as AVI may have uncovered one of Margot’s
Hank treats a politician who does not
want to slow down her campaign to take
care of her health.
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
Although constantly pulled between enjoying
her lavish new lifestyle and trying to control
three monstrous children who have unlimited
lines of credit, Mickey is now in it for the long
A single-camera comedy about one big happy
family and their sometimes awkward, often
hilarious, and ultimately beautiful milestone
moments, as told by its various members.
Alice and Ben get caught in each other’s
crosshairs as they're forced to choose between
loyalties. Alice confronts a past she’d left behind
as AVI may have uncovered one of Margot’s
Conrad and Devon work tirelessly to save the
life of Bradley, who has fallen through the
hospital skylight. Meanwhile, Dr. Bell looks back
to when he benched Bradley for falling asleep
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Hank treats a politician who does not
want to slow down her campaign to take
care of her health.
As he prepares to defend Oscar Keaton from
accusations that he killed his wife, Jake and
Julia clash over a distraught woman’s claim that
her son was kidnapped.
Nick’s plan to propose to Jess is thrown offcourse when they decide to get a dog.
Meanwhile, Winston sees color for the first
time, and Schmidt worries about Cece getting
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Jess and Nick make two life-changing decisions,
as Winston and Aly’s big day arrives.
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Shaun and Melendez team up to devise a heart
surgery to save a gravely ill African boy.
Members of the hospital’s surgical team are
initially impressed with a charming young
doctor, but his true character puts one of them
in an awkward position at work.
Hank falls into a whirlwind romance with
a researcher when he and Boris travel to
Hong Kong to figure out who is trying to
steal Boris’ medical records.
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The AVI team digs deep into Margot’s past to
uncover the truth about who is set on
destroying the Kensington Firm.
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Jess and Nick make two life-changing decisions,
as Winston and Aly’s big day arrives.
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The gang takes a tour down memory lane,
which includes a final round of “True American”.
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The AVI team digs deep into Margot’s past to
uncover the truth about who is set on
destroying the Kensington Firm.
Dean Munsch notifies the authorities of the
murders at the institute, which leads to an
influx of new patients. Chanel recruits new
patients – one of which causes the hospital
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
A comedy about an airline crew and the
eccentric passengers who, every weekend, take
the roundtrip flight from Los Angeles to Las
Vegas with one goal in mind – to come back a
Anonymous and incriminating photos threaten
to undermine Jake in his defense of Oscar
Keaton at his murder trial. A pop singer goes
into a coma just before he’s accused of rape.
Alice and Ben get caught in each other’s
crosshairs as they're forced to choose between
loyalties. Alice confronts a past she’d left behind
as AVI may have uncovered one of Margot’s
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The AVI team digs deep into Margot’s past to
uncover the truth about who is set on
destroying the Kensington Firm.
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Conrad goes head-to-head with Lane when he
disagrees with her over a treatment plan for a
terminal cancer patient.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
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The AVI team digs deep into Margot’s past to
uncover the truth about who is set on
destroying the Kensington Firm.
Devon and Conrad race against the clock to
save the life of a woman who is deteriorating
fast from undetermined symptoms. The team
relies on her family of ex-cons to help diagnose
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
Hank falls into a whirlwind romance with
a researcher when he and Boris travel to
Hong Kong to figure out who is trying to
steal Boris’ medical records.
Anonymous and incriminating photos threaten
to undermine Jake in his defense of Oscar
Keaton at his murder trial. A pop singer goes
into a coma just before he’s accused of rape.

Jess and Nick make two life-changing decisions,
as Winston and Aly’s big day arrives.
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Hank falls into a whirlwind romance with
a researcher when he and Boris travel to
Hong Kong to figure out who is trying to
steal Boris’ medical records.
Dean Munsch, Denise, and Hester devise a plan
to catch the killer by throwing a party. It’s
Chanel-o-ween as Chanel tries to make contact
with the killer’s latest victim.
Dean Munsch notifies the authorities of the
murders at the institute, which leads to an
influx of new patients. Chanel recruits new
patients – one of which causes the hospital
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The gang takes a tour down memory lane,
which includes a final round of “True American”.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
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When Hamptons Heritage is shorthanded,
Hank works a shift in the ER for the first
time in years.
Alice and Val reexamine the cold case that
brought them together as partners, and Ben
and Rhys are faced with a major threat when
their undercover status may have been
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The gang takes a tour down memory lane,
which includes a final round of “True American”.
Mom on a mission Maya may have found the
perfect school for her son JJ, who has cerebral
palsy and doesn’t speak – but a disastrous first
day has her second-guessing…
Much to Bell’s dismay, Nic and Conrad decide to
admit a homeless Jane Doe, whom they
suspect was dumped off by another hospital
during Chastain’s big Charity Ball.
On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon
Ramsay, Aaron Sanchez and Joe
Bastianich will put the latest group of
contestants through a series of

7

Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
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On Season 9 of "MasterChef", Gordon Ramsay,
Aaron Sanchez and Joe Bastianich will put the
latest group of contestants through a series of
challenging elimination rounds.
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Meredith Grey and the team of doctors at Grey
Sloan Memorial are faced with life-or-death
decisions on a daily basis.
The residents of the enchanted forest face
their greatest challenge yet as the Evil
Queen, Captain Hook and Rumpelstiltskin
join forces with a grown-up Henry Mills
Alice and Val reexamine the cold case that
brought them together as partners, and Ben
and Rhys are faced with a major threat when
their undercover status may have been

